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THURSDAY,

BRAVE OFFICE

A

HIRED

TO
railroads and shippers to agree
freight rates between Chicago, Mis'
sissippi river and Missouri river
AND
A
points, on the one hand, and Denver
and Colorado common points on the
other, induced the interstate com
mere
GOOD
comission to fix commodity
rates todaiy by a definite order. The
commission says that "It is probable
HE WILL ALLOW UNITED STATES no final solution tin be made, without COUNCIL ASKS VOTERS TO AUTHMICHAEL GUERIN CATCHES
DE KNIGHT
SAYS
a general readjustment or the rates
TO REPRESENT FOREIGN
V
EXPENDITURE
ORIZE
OF
AS THEY sOARD THE
BOWLES
afas
this
hut
throughout
ierritory,
SUBJECTS
ABOUT $20,000
S. P. "LARK"
RETAINED
fording a present remedy for the differences in which the Colorado Job'
NOW bers and other larga shippers have IT-ISUCH IS THE BELIEF
BULLETS THE
DECLARED NECESSARY A
BATTLE
0F
OFFICER
found
themselves,"' the commission
has established rates on several hunSECRETARY BRYAN'S NOTE LIKE dred commodities ;: materially lower IF NOT BUILT SOON STATE MAY DETECTIVE IS SHOT IN THE LEG;
DECLARES STORY
than existing rates. The new lower
LY CALLED THE REBEL CHIEF
MAKE CITY QUIT USING ITS
TWO ASSAILANTS BELIEVED
COMMITTEE IS
rates become effective "May 1.
TO TIME
SEWER
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Shipbuilding company, today denied
that he had employed Clarence De
Knight to work for toll exemptions for
American coastwise ships in the Pan
ama canal act, as testified by De
Knight before the senate lobby committee today at Washipgton.
"I employed Mr. DeKnight in con
nection with Section Eleven of the
Panama canal act, wnicli. has to do
with the jurisdiction of the interstate
commerce commission over canal
shipping," the admiral said. "The pro
visions concerning tolls la Section
Five of the act, and with this I had
nothing to do."
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Page is Surprised
TOLD

Hinea
London, March 12. Walter
Page, the United States ambassador,

CANAL

ABSOLUTE-

was much surprised when told today

TRUTH

WILL

CONDUCT
FOR

NEGOTIATIONS
LEASES OR SALE
j
I
OF THE HOTEL.

of the resolution passed by the senAN UNIDENTIFIED
HERO
t
ate in connection with his speech last
Denver, March 12. A. man .who TO COMPLETE THE SYSTEM POSSE
A TEXAN CAN'T BE FOUND
IS ON TOE TRAIL PAGE
EXPLAIN night at the dinner of the Association 1"ILL ROT
GIVE
IT AVAY
was not Identified took charge of the
ASKEBJQ
of Chambers of Commerce. He declinswitchboard of the .Broadmoor apart
ed to discuss the matter until he had
BENAVIDEZ IS BEING LOOKED FOR ments at an
JOSE, CALIF., OFFICIALS THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR'S received an official demand for an ASSOCIATION WILL ASK A FAIR
early hour today and RESOLUTION DECLARING ENTIRE SAN
BY THE MEXICAN WAR DEwarned the lodgers, numbering 130,
WILL TRY' TO RUN DOWN
CITY SHOULD BE SERVED IS
SPEECH IN LONDON CAUSES
IN RETURN
PRICE
OR
explanation and details as to what
that the building was afire. He opPARTMENT
. PASSED
THE' THIEVES
A COMMOTION
of his speech, objection was
TITLE
ABSOLUTE
portion
erated the board until relieved by the
was made.
management of the hotel, then disapHe put the .question to the
Washington, March 12. Officials
Calif.,-7arcA
was
12.
A
San
the
resolution
city
passed by
Jose,
That the Y. M. C. A, is willing to
Washington, March 12. That he
When firemen reached the
here believe Carramsa haa receded peared.
"The speech was innocent lease or transfer the handsome Monte
detecor
last
and
at
council
the
its
Admiral
with
night
contracted
Rear
posse,
former
police
meeting
city
found
the
of
fire
place
they
escapes
from his previously announced deter- the four
wasn't it?"
zuma hotel property to any person
crowded with dering a ballot of the people at the tives of the Southern Pacific company Bowles, president of the Fore River ' enough,
story
Asked
mination not to receive representa- men, women building
whether objection might be
bond
a
issue
next
on
are
for
election
what
and
appears Shipbuilding company, for $1,000
or association which th
investigating today
city
and children, while
corporation
to the last sentence
tives of this nation on behalf of any others were
of hi3
may deem of advantage to
from windows, the construction of a sewage disposal to have been a foiled attempt to hold a contingent fee of $4,000 to work for taken
community
leaning
but Americans although they were shrieking for help. The
Veup the Southern Pacific Coast Line lim- toll exemptions for American coast- speech, referring to the Panama canal, Greater Las Vegas as custodian ante
blaze, which plant for the entire city of Las
still awaiting; a reply to Secretary had started in the
?20,-00over
to
is
issue
The
known as "the Lark," in this wise shipping in the Panama canal act, Mr. Pago replied that that was a operator of the famous resort at th
gas.
'ue.not
ited,
was
basement,
Bryan's latest note. Although the Quickly extinguished and all the lodg
city last night. A sharp lookout is was charged today by Clarence W. pleasantry. The ambassador spoke Hot Springs, but will not give till
text of Bryan's note was withheld, em ers finally were persuaded to return
lobby late in the evening and bis remarks to anybody without reasonable comA second resolution was passed pro- being kept along all approaches to the DeKnight before tne senate
were extemporaneous.
phasis was laid on the necessity of to their roonw. The damage to the
de- committee.
men
two
the
for
pensation unless it is absolutely necissue
city
answering
in
case
the
bond
viding that
'
the constitutionalists leader receiving building was el'ght.
of
the
m
For
behalf
his
services
.
essary under conditions which may
is carried by the vote of the people, scriptions given by Miguel Guerin, a
through United State3 consular offiarise, is the policy of the association
will take up the im special policeman, who drove the sup- Fore River Shipbuilding company be
the
council
city
cers representations in behalf of citias announced at the business men's
after a pistol bat fore the senate canal committee, when
mediate completion of the present posed robbers away
'
conzens of foreign countries whose diplolaw
was
AH
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under
the
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canal
Panama
sewer system, so that the entire city tle.
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was
matic relations were with the governhe
testified
last night
sideration,
DeKnight
if
one
of
the
Guerin
believes
men,
will be covered.
ment in Mexico City. '
The announcement was matio by
Guerin was paid only the $1,000, despite the fact
The necessity of a disposal plant for not both, is wounded.
that the tolls exemption was included
EALS Nothing was received about the
George H. Kinkel, president of tls
sewer system here is said to be 'himself wounded in the right leg.
the
llaueh or Benton cases, and officials
association, who declared that
Guerin, who had been watching for In the bill.
imperative. For the past several
He demanded that $4,000 contingent
were not advised whether the investihad decided to leave tin
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after
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gation by Carrauza's commission was
street
a
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he
train
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off
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jumped
GENERAL CHASE SAYS CANVAS been discussed by the councilmen and
bill was passed, but thought the reacommittee to be composed of four t
actually under way. consul Hostetter
ALARMED
TO LEARN
OF
the citizens. The sewase from the crossing here. They made a rush for
TAKEN
DOWN
AT
FORBES
at Hermosillo reported today that the
ficers of the Y. M., C. A. and thr.
end
rear
of the observation car, son he did not get it was because the
the
FROM
ARMORY
THEFT
arsewer
under
the
system
present
WILL NOT GO UP AGAIN
bill did not go through in such form
citizens selected by the appointees "
American, Neby, at Culiacan, was not
one
and
them.
of
Guerin
with,
Pegrappled
rangement flows into the Arroyo
comRiver
Fore
the
that
held for ransom, but for misappropriaShipbuilding
the
association. This committee is t
men- The man's comrade opened fire, and
Woodland, Calif,, March U'. The
Trinidad, Colo., March 12. As a re cos. This has been declared a
was to build some ships.,
be
pany
tion of funds.
known as the Y. :U. C. A. Us
had
j
been
after
shots
of
several
exchang
Company F ii tins city
armory
sult of a further investigation by mili ace to public health' by the physicians
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u- fifd'
Guerjn,.
to
have
is
state
and
,f:r.
the
said
engineer
bill ' Was Xo
the
whereby
the Mexican war office has been un- tary authorities into the death of Neil ordered the
could
not give chase.
he members of the unemployed "ar
building of a disposal himself wounded,
coal miner whose
elude a provision by which the govtiona for its sale, but cannot deed l
able to find any trace of the Texan, Smith, a
of the ar- - It is the theory of the police that the
or
use
cessation
early this morning and some
works
my'
of
found
a
on
was
railroad
in
contract
was
ernment
to
for
ships
without action by the
away
Benavides. The search will he con mangled body
two men had planned to enter the
guns and ammunition stolen. The
track near Suffield Monday morning, royo as a sewer outlet. The council
case the toll exemption was granted?"
Y. M C. A.
of
the
tinued,
rob
rear
the
the
and
train
are
militiamen
through
camped in Sacramen
a detail of cavalry under Captain Bart-let- t had been considering the matter for
Reed.
Senator
asked
Mr.
Kinkel said ui Y. M. C. A. lMi
More Troops for Boeder
to. Officers have started a county-wid,
at noon today took into custody some time and last night brought it sleeping cars.
I don't think so," said De
"No,
selected
J. II. Stearns, Clarence Men,
of United
search.
Two more regiments
at Forbes John Kotzman, William to a head.
Knight. I don't exactry remember the
William
H. Springer and himself as
is
to
Postoffice
the
Robbed
States troops are' moving
join
Both resolutions bring forth a sign
Watson and Joseph Gilt, the latter
contingency. I was to get the $4,000
its representatives on the committee
Mexican border patrol. Two battalif the bill went through a certain way.
president of the Forbes miners' union. of progressiveness and are C3sential
Reports of burglaries and petty and that this four had chosen Jefferions of the Ninth infantry at Fort All are strikers and are held in con- to the future of the city," said Mayor
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Anyhow, I know Admiral Bowles' thievery committed last night, pre son Raynolds, Stephen Powers ami
Thomas, Kentucky, and Fort Fogan H. nection with the alleged murder of Tauperf today. "The people will
company did not build the ships. I sumably by members of the hungry W. .1. Lucas as the citizens representatRoot, Arkansas, and the Seventeenth Smith.
i
never threatened to sue. The matter unemployed army, poured in from var- ives, Messrs. Powers,
doubtless realize this at election time
Springer and
'
infantry at Fort McPherson, Georgia,
bond
12.
was dropped there and I am still re- ious parts of the county today. The Iden aro directors of the Commercial
issue."
and
March
Senate:
the
The military authorities aided the
'ratify
Washington,
were loading baggage trains and as- sheriff in the
There will be a separate ballot for Met at noon.
tained by the company in connection postoffice, a store and an office in the club, and their presence on the cominvestigation today.
sembling field equipment to move to Nineteen strikera are ow in custody this issued and the ballots will be cast
Passed a resolution by Senator with some claims cases.
town of Yolo, eight miles from Wood- mittee ia expected to be of value.
Laredo and Eagle Pass to become part for
in this crime. in separate boxes, aside from the reg Chamberlain calling on Ambassador
.. Pago Asked to Explain
alleged
land, were looted, small sums of
complicity
In explaining the situation Mr.
of a military force in tue state of TexWalter Page for an explanation of
General Chase announced today that ular ballot boxes.
taken. Many small Kinkel gave a short history of the
H.
Walter
on
being
money
A
resolution
calling
one
as, 'larger by 3,000 men than the
The council, in accordanee'with, the hia Panama canal speech in London (
the order given on Tuesday when
Page, American ambassador to Great thefts were reported iu this city last transfer of the property. Ita Eai.'I
'
General Shatter led Into Cuba.
tents at Forbes were torn down, that law, Issued orders for a city election last night.
had been offering the Mor.tetuni.
for an explanation of a Pan night.
'Britain,
To Stop Cattle Thefts
the residents of the upper colony must to be held on Tuesday, April 7, for Immigration committee agreed to ama canal speech which he is report
that for several years the Santa Fa
The border patrol is being Increased leave within 48 hours has Been modi- the selection of a mayor, four coun- report the Burnett bill favorably, in- ed to have delivered last night before
Polices Itself vil
to anyone who would tak
property
Army
'
cilmen and a city clerk. The follow cluding the literacy test.
iu numbers at the requests of Senator fied.
it under certain condition. Kobodr
the Associated Chambers of Commerce
12.
What
Sacramento, Calif., Jlarcb.
C. W. DeKnight, a lawyer, told the
"The tents which were taken down ing polling places, judges and clerks
Sheppard and Representative Garner
in London, was adopted today by the is left of "General" Kelley's army of caring to accept the hotel uncU.r tno
fbf- - Texaa,icwho
terms imposed, the railroad, about IS
pointed out to Secre-"tar- y will remain down," the general said, of election were chosen for the dif- lobby committee he had been paid by senate.
unemployednow; estimated to num- months ago, aiiBouneed that it
the Fore River Shipbuilding company
Garrison tbaitjlie Vergara inc- "and those .jthat. remal in camp will ferent wards:
introduced
was
proresolution
by
The
Ward 1 polling place, Revel car- to work for the Panama tolls exemp- Senator Chamberlain, democrat, ot ber 500 men is suffering the pangs of posed to tear down the hotel, as Eb
not be further, pioleite' uiiloss furthident had caused, great deal of
V cold, foghunger and 'the effects-'-oIt waa poinipd out that cat- er trouble occurs."
penter shop.. Judges R. B. Rice, G. tion.
Oregon, an opponent of the repeal of gy night, and 'tney,'aw6'k''tliis morn- expense of maJntaiaing a careta
noon.
at
House:
Met
K.
were
Morrison
and
William
and
from
tle
Txas The general declared that under no
Harper.
being stolen
paying insurance and taxes ws
toll provision. In the preface
In the camp of the river levee in
William B. Shroder of Cincinnati, the free
too .''great to be borne upon a
ranches, and that inasmuch as the circumstances would he permit the Clerks, John McGuire and N. O. HerChamberlain ing
Senator
resolution
to
the
Yolo county with no food in sighL
former United States attorney, characmann,
American banks along theuiine ,rwere lower tent colony to "be
property.
quoted report of the speech, as print- The last meal they ate waa yesterday
corporaterized
among
fixing
price
2
wouJ.i
No.
.reWard
confidence
of
The Commercial club began
hall.
be
cash,
full
Polling! place, city
In. a New York morning paper.
ed
as an exercise of socialistic
afternoon and consisted of 200 loaves
AFTER BOOK AGENTS
stored in a great measure by the presjfn the railroad to v-ve- ut
Judges, John Shank, Dr. F. E. Olney tions
The resolution then calls on the of bread and a little coffee
to the public.
blow
a
and
power
purchased
the"tlemolitiou of the hotel. I?a
12.
B.
and
N.
Hubbard.
II.
ence of more troops. At the White
March
B,
Clerks,
InvestigaWashington,
to
the
to
furnish
of
state
in Sacramento with their own money. the meantime the Y. M. C. A.
Rules commtttea authorized: favor-abl- e secretary
House andi at the war department it tion by a house committee of the Roseberfy and P. Lliin.
senate without ielay a copy of the
Adamson
for
on,
resolution,
The army, according to its leaders, camp was devised aa a means8nnjicr
'repbrt
libwas
the only sig- methods of private sale of a publicaWard No. 3 iPolling place, city
was stated that such
of adspeech made by the Ainerjcan ambas- has taken up the task of
exrule'
to
tolis
consider
Panama
a
policing it- vertising the Hot Springs, it boiii;;
nificance of the troop movement.
tion known as "Message and Papers rary. Judges, H. G. CoorB, P. Murthereand;
the
part
sador,
particularly
after dis
self to prevent the radical members proposed to locate it on the fcou.l
Brigadier General Bliss will assign of Presidents", was proposed today in phy and A. D. Higgins. Clerks, Tho- emption repeal immediately
harbors bill. of giving his definition of the Monroe committing crime. James Murphy, the
and
rivers
the
of
position
to
The railroad company reSelmas
William
locations.
a
new
the
grounds.
resolution by Representative
coming regiments
Shillinglaw.
Lippsett and
W. J. Hunt of Cleveland and W. H. doctrine and that portion thereof In new general replacing Kelley, who is fused to allow
the cainp to be so loWard No. 4 Toiling place, corner of
They will relieve six1 troops of cavalry domridge of Colorado. The resolution
Crow My of Boston, opposed the 1m which he is alleged to have stated in jail, offered to have his men police
that the fire hazard
cated,,
which will then be free for active declared that persons have been led Seventh and Main aenuo. Judges
stating
most
would
British
the
by the town
that
profit
Follette seamen's bill.
In place of the would be increased
Broderick
of
to
unA.
Dr.
T.
William
Sr.,
causing the insur
excessive
Rogers,
pay apparently
Sparks,
patrol duty.
prices
the use of the Panama canal; and that
armed deputies, but the offei ance rales to go up.
present
At the war department it was said der what Mr. Seldomridgo calls "false and Jose Bustos. Clerks, Frank, Wes-ne-r
ambassador
ho call on the American
was refused.
Jefferson Raynolds, at tliia time-- ,
WOMAN OPPOSES LAV
and E. R. Russell.
the regiment ic actually to entrain and misleading statements concerning
to furnish forthwith for the use of
got an inspiration. He was a
The resolution calling for the elecWashington, March 12. Miss Ethel the senate any evidence on which
Sunday or Monday. It is expected the interest of meniuers of congress
Claims Brutal Treatment
of the Commercial tlub po!:.ml1.iv
that the Seventeenth will make the in the private sale of these volumes." tion was passed by the council, and E. Nelson today appealed to the su that portion of his speech was based
to negotiate with tno railway tor tin
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to
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mayor
trip
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a
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unconstitutional.
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To
Fort Madison, la., March 12. Lack
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know that the British would profit clared J. g. wihtman, a representacould ?;
that the
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it
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a
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other iadii's of the post auxiliar- - institutions which she considers most
'
encouraging.
Otero
are
on
Page
their
bulks
The
Resigns
grateful
part
.i
j
Deputy Game Warden Page B. Otero
to the Albuquerque greenhouses, which
resigned his commission, after
decoratoday
for
the
furnished the flowers
HEAD
orches- many years connection with the game
tions, and to the
warden's office of the state, and will
tra, which pla.ved at tne oampfire.
National Commander Washington leave March 13 as expert hunter,
Gardner left yesterday for ,' Ogden, woodsman and guide to conduct a
OF
Utah, to attend the Utah encampment; party of eastern people on a trek
Mex
ITo was the principal ppeaker at a through California, Arizona, New
states.
Montana
and
other
ico,
Nevada,
Fellows
HONORS
ENCAMPMENT
oampfire held in new Odd
STATE
Mr. Otero's successor has not been
VEGAS
hall.
LAS
PROMINENT
'
appointed.
New Mexico, according to Mr.
MEMBER OF ORDER
on
Railroads
Data
smallest,
Complete
encampment
Gardner, has the
The state corporation commission's
12- .in the country, smaller even than
i!.iiniir(!iio. N. M.. March
clerical force Is hard at work compilWiih the installation of the newly southern states. But, the commander
ing statistic: on the express comof
character
the
membership
afternoon,
added,
elected officers yesterday
business in New Mexico.
encampment of the New was high, and he said he had enjoyed panies doing
I ho thirty-firs- t
on the railroads were
The
statistics
comMexican
New
to
In
the
close.
his visit
Mexico G. A. It. came to a
completed
afternoon, and
yesterday
could
moi-'thii
he
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express.
attendance
small
spite of a somewhat
the
the
give
mileage,
expenses for
as
as
well
otherwise,
Numerically,
it was a most successful encampment.
at- the commander said, the Grand Army operation, the revenues, number of
the
It was made noteworthy by
Commander was still a powerful organization. passengers, amount of freight carried
ion.innnft of National
losa through death, the and a vast amount of 'other informaWashington Gardner, of Michigan, Last year's
be tion.
who was much Impressed by the per- only way in which the ranks can
Penitentiary Commission
viwas
seven
decreased,
only
per cent,
sonnel of tho department and the
At the meeting of the state penitengor and spirit shown in departmental
tiary commission which adjourned tow
Chronic Stomach Troublo Cured
matters.
There is nothing more discouraging day it was decided to push the buildThe election was the chief 'business than a chronic
disorder of the stom ing of state roads by convicts, after
ofach. Is It not surprising that many a conference with Land Commissioner
of the session yesterday. These
suffer for years with such an ailment Ervein and State Engineer French.
ficers were named:
A. when a permanent cure Is within their
Department commander, John
reach and may be had for a trifle? Applications for parole were passed
Ross of Laa Vegas; senior vice com "About one year ago," says P. H, on. No contracts. were let. All mem.-bermander. Z. H. Bliss of Albuquerque
save D. A. Boatwright of AlbuBock, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
of
junior vice commander, S. J. PaceHar-mr- package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and querque were present.
since using them I have felt perfectly
The board of the New Mexico penFannington; chaplain, Thomas
well. I had previously used any numnf Albuauernuei medical direc ber of different
but none itentiary commissioners is meeting tomedicines,
tor, Smith H. Simpson of Taos. Mr. or them were of any lasting benefit." day at the penitentiary, former GovHarwood' has been chaplain of the For sale by all dealers. Adv.
ernor Miguel A Otero, president of
the board, presiding. The other memdepartment for 30 years.
Las Vegas was chosen as the next
bers present are Secretary Charles F.
Easier, of Santa Fe; Jose Inez
meeting place..
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
W1. M. Berger of Una city was elect
of Nambe; George L. Ulrick, of
ed delegate to the national encamp
Carrizozo, and John B. McManus, superintendent, of Santa Fe. .
ment, and S. W. Sherfy of Las Cruces
Santa Fe, March 12. The United
vs named as alternate. The follow States
The Postmastership
district court is back in Santa
P. Hill received what he
ing were named on tne council of ad Fe.
Adolph
William
II. Pope, United
Judge
an
ministration; D. M. Sutherland of Al
termed
"encouraging message" toStates District Clerk Harry Lee, Court
East
of
W.
John
Jones,
from
buquerque;
Washington regarding his
Clarence Iden were at day
chances for the local postmastership
Las Vegas; John D. McFie, Santa Fe. Stenographer In the federal
building
Thomas their offices
was still in the race.
M. C. Picken, Farmlngton;
this morning. The court officials and and declared he
Brannlgan, Las Cruces.
Water Applications Granted
their wives returned home yesterday
State Engineer James A. French
Reports from the various commit- evening.
tees and officers Bhowed that the de618 and
Judge Pope spent the day catching yesterday signed applications
concomLand
619
of
Cimarron
the
partmental affairs are in excellent
Valley
up with his correspondence. He will
dition. The membership is 155. Three
the
for
first
1,200 second feet to also visited Las Vegas and then went
pany,
tomormotions
some
hear
probably
members died during the year, but row. The
is to Roswell.
judge expects to remain irrigate 30,000 acres. The second
in
decrease
the
balanced
accessions
diversion
a
for
second
feet
l,0St)
for
will
he
The Salazar Case
March
when
24,
until
here
go
membership.
to Las Cruces to hold court March 25. dam. The approval of these projects
Upon the xeturn of Judge W. H.
Lunch was served to the veterans at
The testimony in the famous Garcia is subject to prior rights and stipula- Pope to Santa Fe it is thought a new
noon in the banquet hall by the Wom- case is all in and
Judge Pope has tions entered into some time ago with move may be made to get the federal
en's Relief corps. Even more elabor taken the case under advisement. other irrigation companies around ganeral, Salazar, free. Attorney Elfego
ate decoration than those of Tues Several interesting sessions were held Springer.
Baca is reported to have gone to WashThe Boosters' Club
day graced the tables. Tho color in Santa Fe on this case and at one
ington some days ago to seek a means
"The Ideal Boosters' club," made up of freeing the general who ia now a
scheme was red, white and blue, car- of them a noted handwriting expert
of enthusiasts in the cause of seven prisoner in tho custody of the United
ried out with carnations and sweet from Chicago testified.
months school term for the public States army officials on the border.
peas. The blue carnations attracted
Education
Industrial
a good deal of attention. A large
Insurance pqmpany Mortgages
Report on industrial work done in schools, has sent Chief Clerk Rupert
the word "Welcome" bung the schools "throughout the state are F. Asptund of the department of pubThat the Northwest Mutual Life In
on the wall facing the long tables
arriving by every train. They are ad- lic instruction a copy of a resolution surance company has some real es
Much credit is due the committee dressed to Miss Mannette Myers, su- adopted by the club for presentation tate mortgages on its books was ap
of the Women's Relief corps, of which pervisor of industrial education in to the next state legislature. The parent today when two huge volumes
Mrs. 3. H. Seth is chairman,' for the New Mexico, who will make up an boosters live near Clovis and they bound in leather and black cloth were
success of the social side of the en- annual report of work during the year have a very live wire of a secretary filed with the state corporation comnamed Marshall M. Neal.
mission showing printed lists of these
campment. Credit too is due the com- since she took office.
Lieutenant Jest Back
mittee of Uohn A. Logan Circle, Ladies
Her report will be illustrated, and
mortgages.
Lieutenant Test has returned from
Granted Divorce
of the G. A. R., of which Mrs. H. B. judging by the reports received each
Stewart is chairman. The latter serv- day this week, it will show remark Las Vegas where he inspected the naJudge Abbott this afternoon grant
ed supper to the veterans last night. able progress of the manual and in- tional guard and received the promise ed Airs. Benito Romero a divorce from
National Commander Garner express- dustrial training movement in this from Las Vegas that they will fill up her husband on the ground of aban
ed warm appreciation of the entertain- - state. Miss Meyers received four re- the company to its required numerical donment. He is believed to 'have
ment furnished by the W. R. C. and ports today from various schools and strength. Adjutant General Herring j gone to Wagon Mound.
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and Eternal Contentment.
"Better than I imagined tobaceo
could be."

Thousands aro saying

say it
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A CROOKED

WAITER

Santa Fe, N. M., March 12. The De
Vargas hotel here is short one head
waiter, and Manager W. G. Sargent
is looking for a good, capable man
guaranteed to be thoroughly honest.
Several days ago Mr. Sargent noticed that several very valuable Navajo
blankets were missing. Inquiry revealed the fact that none of the help
knew anything about them, including
the head waiter,' who denied all know
ledge of the missing rugs.
Today while making up the head
waiter s bed a maid found the blan
kets concealed between the mattress
and the springs.
Mr. Sargent gave the head waiter
his choice of leaving today or going
to prison, the waiter choosing the first
'
train out of town.
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a
cough or cold may save you both sickness and money. F. F. Monahan,
"I am exposed
Wis., says:
to all kinds of weather and I find' Foley's Honey and Tar Compound always
fixes me up in good shape when 1
catch cold or have a bad cough. I
recommend it gladly." Refuse all substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Aav.
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u CLE TOM'S CABIN CO.

More Horses Ponies,
and
Dogs
Donkeys
The Largest STREET PARADE of any Theatrical Attraction
in the World

Special School Children's Matinee
'

Starting at 4 P. M.

Matinee Prices, all Children under 15 years of age 15c,
Adults 35c. Night Prices, $1.00, 75c, 50c

Reserved Secvt SeJe svt Murphey's

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGOi

pain in the side or nacir that
catches you when you straiehten nn
calJ for a rubbing application of BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
cne contracted muscles and nermits
motion without suffering or inconven
ience. Price 25c, 50c and si no
r
bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Mo

Adv.

?

)'
HILARY HERBERT 80 YEARS Ot n
Washington, March 12. Hilary A.

Herbert, who was secretary of

the

navy during President Cleveland's sec
ond term and for many years previous
a member of congress from Alabama,

celebrated his eigtieth birthday anni
versary today, since his retirement
from public life in 1S97 Mr. Herbert
has made his residence in this city.

and others who live at a
distance from a dni'r store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT.
It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It is a powerful healing and penetrating remedy,
2.V, 5'o and 1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Dure Co. Adv.
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Santa Fe', N. M., March 12. Juan
Jose Lujan was placed on trial here
yesterday in district court' charged
with the murder of Manuel Garcia at
Pojoaque, this county, on December
12, 1912.
The trial is attracting un
usual attention because of the sensational conditions surrounding the killing of Garcia and the prominence of
both men in their home community.
The two men with some hundred
others, all on horseback, were en
gaged in a celebration of Our Lady of
Guadalupe's natal day at Poioaaue
when a free for all fight started. When
the dust cleared Garcia was lying on
the ground.
Lujan, accused of the
murder, narrowly escaped lynching.
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burg of Pennsylvania, a noted sot
dier 'in the revolution and later United States senator; Richard Stockton
of New Jersey, a signer of the declar
ation of Independence;
Roger Wil
liams of Rhode Island, founder of the
colony; Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, for many years a conspicuous
figure in tho United States senate;
Charles Carroll of Maryland, a signer
of the declaration of Independence;
J, L. M. Curry of Alabama, noted as
a statesman and educator; NathaDiel
Greene of Rhode Island, a general in
the revolution; Sam Houston of Texas
who fought for the independence of
Texas; John J. Jngalls of Kansas,
United States senator; William King,
first governor of Maine; John E.
Kenna of West Virginia, United States
senator; Roger Sherman of Connecti
cut, a signer of the Declaration of
Independence; Francis H. Pierpont,
first governor of West Virginia; John
Stark of New Hampshire, one of the
heroes of the revolution; Lew Wallace of Indiana, famous soldier and
author; Phillip Kearney of New Jersey, famous soldier, and Robert Fulton
of Pennsylvania, who made the first
steamboat.
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HALL

Effects Her Deliverance.

MISSISSIPPI WILL SEND EFFIGY
OF PRESIDENT OF THE
CONFEDERACY

Washington, March 12. A statue of
Jefferson Davis, first and only "president of the Confederate States of
America, is likely to be added Soon to
the collection in Statuary Hall In the
capitol. The statue will be, a contribution to the nation from the state of
Mississippi, of which state Mr. Daviis
was a resident the greater part of
his life. In addition to the Davis statue Mississippi proposes to place a
statue of James Z. George in the hall
of fame. Mr. George was a noted
m;m and for many years represented
Mississippi In the United States sen-

ate.

Several other notable additions to
the' collection in Statuary Hall are to
lie made at an early date. At'the end
of next month Florida will set up a
statue of Dr. John Gorrie, the inventor
of the first ice masmg machine in
the world. The Gorrie statue will be
exposed to publiic view for the first
time April 30, and there will be ceremonies attending the unveiling appropriate to the occasion. At a later
date Florida will also place in Statuary Hall a statue of General E.
one of the noted Florida
commanders in the Confederate army.
Statuary Hall, r s most people know,
was established 50 years ago at the
suggestion of 'Justin S. Morrill of
Vermont, then a member of the house
of representatives. The room which
had in the early history of the government been used as a meeting place
of the house of representatives was
designated a national statuary hall to
which each state might send "the effigies Of two of her chosen sons In
marble or bronze, to be placed permanently here." John Quincy Adams
was stricken with fatal illness in this
liall and died in an adjoining room.
As the years have gone by states,
"with a good deal of deliberation, have
taken advantage of the invitation extended by congress. Among the first
to respond was Massachusetts, which
placed In the hall statues of John
Winthrop, first governor of the colony
which settled In what ra uvr Massachusetts ground, and Samuel Adams,
who was prominent in the agitation
which brought about the Revolutionary War. Virgin'a is represented by
George Washington, first president of

Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, ol
his place, says: "1 suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines patched me up for awhile
but then I would get worse again. Finally, my husband decided he wanted me to
try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
bought me a bottle and I began using it.
It did me more good than all the medicines I had taken.
I have induced many of my friends to
try Cardui, and they all say they have
oeen benefited by its use. There never
las been, and never will be, a medicine
t believe it is
to compare with Cardui.
i good medicine for all womanly troubles."
For over 50 years, Cardui has been
woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength.
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial,
t should surely help you, as it has a
nillion others.
Get a bottle of Cardui
to-d-

Writt ti: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies
for Sttcial
Sdnsory Due' Chattanooga, Term.,
e
instructions on vour case and
book, "Home
Treatment for Warner,," in plain wiapper. N.C. 1 26

GIRLS!

STOP WASHING

THE HAIR WITH SOAP

s,

SOAP DRIES YOUR SCALP, CAUSING DANDRUFF, THEN HAIR
FALLS OUT

After washing your hair with soap
always apply a little Danderine to the
scalp to invigorate the hair and prevent dryness. Better still, use soap as
sparingly aa possible, and instead have
a "Danderine Hair Cleanse." Just
moisten a cloth with Danderine and
draw it carefully through your hair,
taking one strand at a time. This
will remove dust, dirt and excessive
oil. In a few moments you will be
amazed, your hair will not only be
clean, but It will be wavy, fluffy and
abundant, and possess an Incomparable softness and lustre.
Besides cleansing and beautifying
the hair, one application of Danderine
dissolves every particle of dandruff;
stimulates the scalp, stopping itching
and falling hair. Danderine is to the
hair what fresh showers, of rain and
sunshine are to vegetation. It goes
right to the roots, invigorates and
strengthens tbem. Its exhilarating
and
properties cause
the hair to grow long, strong and
beautiful. ;
Men! Ladies! You can surely have
lots of charming hair. Get a 25 cent
bottle of Knowlton's Danderine from
any drug store or toilet counter and
try it. Adv.
The Forty Year Test
article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
years.' Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the puonc ra is a.
From a small beginning it has grown
in favor and popularity until it has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you will understand
why It is a favorite after a period or
more than forty year9. It not only
gives relief it cures. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
An
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RETIRES FOR AGE
12. Colonel
March
Washington,
John T. Van Orsdale, of the Seven
teenth infantry, recently on duty at
Fort McPherson, Ga, was placed on
the retired list of the army today on
account of having reached the age
limit of 62 years.
ARMY OFFICER

U

For years we have been stating in the newspapers of the
opcountry that a great many women have escaped serious
erations by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- 1
pound, and it is true.
We are permitted to publish in this announcement
extracts from the letters of five women. All have been
recently received unsolicited.

more convincing?

Could any evidence be

pains in both sides and such a soreness
and I
straighten up at times. My back ached
was so nervous I could not sleep, and I thought I never would bo
taking
any better until I submitted to an operation, but I commenced
lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound andMe.soon felt like a
Mrs. IIayward Soweks, Ilodgdon,
N. C "I was in bad health for two vears, with.
2CnARLOTTE,
sides and was very nervous. I had a growth
which the doctor said was a tumor, and I never would get well unless
advised me to take Lydia E. PinkI had an operation. A friend
ham's Vegetable Compound, and I gladly say that I am now enjoying
line health." Mrs. Rosa Sims, 10 Winona St, Charlotte, N. C.
The doctor advised a severe operation, but my
3IJ.ANOVE11, Pa."
me Lydia E. Ilnkham's Vegetable Compound and I
experienced great relief in a short time. Kow I feel like a new person
and can do a hard day's work and not mind it." Mrs. Ada Wilt,
196 Stock St., Hanover, Pa.
I was sick in bed and three of the best physi- Decatur,
cians said I would have to be taken to the hospital for an operleft side. I refused to
ation as I had something growing in my
to the operation and took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Coand I tell other women
mpoundand it worked a miracle m my case,
what it has done for me." Mrs. Latjga A. Gkiswold, 2300 Elk. East
William Street, Decatur, ILL
Ohio. --" I was Very irregular and for several years
It Cleveland,
my side pained me so that I expected to have to undergo n operation. Doctors said they knew of nothing that
would help me. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- - (
)
table Compound and I became regular ana iree .
from pain. I am thankful for such a good raorli-- 17
11
,
tine ana wiu always give it me uiguuhv
Ua
Mrs. aiLCRrrrrrn, 7305 Madison Av., Cleveland, O.
V
.
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for Backache and
Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so
offivtivB for ihackache. rheumatism.
swollen and aching joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my bacK, ana Derore i nnisn-e- d
one bottle, my old trouble entirely
'
disappeared."
Just

-

if,

Ha, of .Martlneztown, who a month
ago reported that an unidentified man
?
f1
shot him in the foot in Coyote canyon.
The boy was with his cousin, Bene-- d
Every Woman Guts Loving Glance at
i to
the Nestling Cuddled in it Bonnet,
.Garcia, at the time of the shootV
Lewis heard that two boys were
A woman's heart naturally responds to ing.
the charm and sweetness of a pretty child, seen
on the mesa on the day of
riding
than ever before ginca
and more so
the shooting, and that one was firing
the advent of Mather's Friend.
a gun. He summoned Juan to his office yesterday, and under the officer's

?'vtf p.t

Right

JEWS OBSERVE FESTIVAL
New York, March 12. The Jewish
Congregations throughout the world
today engage in their annual coieura-tloof the holiday of Purlm or the
feast of lots, the story of which is
told in the biblical book of Esther. The
festival was established to comtuem
orate the deliverance of the people of
Israel from the machinations of Ha
inan, the prime minister of Kin-of Persia, who sought, to de
stroy the entire population of Jews
In that kingdom through jealousy of
Mordecai, who was a prominent and
member of the Jewish community. The plans for the de
struction of the Jews conceived ty
Hamaa were frustrated by Queen Esther, a Jewess, and the niece o Mordecai.
Purlm has been called tho Jewish
carnival, and many of its features
were adopted under the influencs of
the Roman and other carun'als which
hnppened to be celebrated about the
same season. Masnueraama; had a
prominent place la the popular amusements. During the middle ages, when
n
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questioning the boy admitted that his
cousin shot 'him in trying to bowl over
a coyote. The wound was slight The
v
boys were afraid to tell the truth
about the shooting, and invented the
This is ft most wonderful external helo story of the mysterious man. That
to the muscles and tendons. It penetrated
the tissues, makes them pliant to readily story led the deputy sheriffs to comb
yield to natures demand for expansion,
the mountains in an effort to run
so there Is no longer a period of pain, discomfort, straining, nausea or other symp- down the supposed shooter.

M

toms so often distressing during the anxiou
weeks of expectancy.
Mother's. Friend prepares the system for
;the coming event, ami If h use brings eoin-r- t,
rest and repose during the term. This
has a most marked iniiueuee upon the baby,
eincc it thus Inherits
splendid crowing
system of nerres and digestive function.
And particularly to young mothers Is this
famous remedy of Inestimable value.
It
enables her to preserve her health and
strength, and she remains a pretty mother
by having avoided all the suffering and
danger that would otherwise accompany
Such an occasion. Mother's Friend thoroughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and
muscle Involved and1 is a sure preventive
for caking of the lireasts.
Tou will find this splendid remedy on
Bale at all drug stores at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is highly recommended for the purpose.
Write Unidfield Ucgulator Co.. 134 Lamar
Bldg., Atlanta, in and they will mail you
sealed, a very luslructlva book fur expec-

tant mothers.

the United States, and Robert E. Lee,
commander of the Confederate army.
The New York 'statues in the hall
of fame are those of George Clinton,
general In the Revolution, first governor of New York and twice
of the United States, and Robert
R. Livingston, member of the Continental Congress and a member of
the committee which drafted the
Declaration of Independence.
Illinois Is thus far the only state to
honor the memory of a woman by
placing her statue in Statuary Hall.
The woman thus honored was the
late Francis E. Willard, founder of
the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union. The other statue placed In the
hall by the state of Illinois is that of
James Shields', a noted civil war general and United States senator.
Among the other statues in the hall
are those Qf Ethan, Allen of Verment,
known to history as the hero of
Stephen F. Austin of Tex-aa leader of the movement for Texan independence; James A. Garfield
of Ohio, president of the United
States; Daniel Webster of New Hamp-- '
shire, senator and secretary of state;
Oliver P. Morton, governor of Indiana
during the civil war; Lewis Cass of
Michigan, soldier, statesman and diplomat; John Hanson of Maryland,
president p.f the Continental Congress;. Tere Marquette, sent by Wisconsin, missionary, priest and explorer; John Peter Gabriel Muhlen- -
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New MptIh

Profesional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp

Treatment, Facial Massaga, Mam-- ,
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:v?0 p. m.
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With THE ORIGINAL COMPANY and Production

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
The Mothers' Favorite
A cough
medicine
Dental work of any description M
for children
should
be harmless. It should be
moderate prices
pleasant to take. It should be effectual. Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1I
Chamberlain's Couh Remedy is all of
East Las Tecas, Now Mexico
this and is the mother's favorite every
where. For sale by an dealers. Adv.
MONUMENT CO
MYSTERY IS SOLVED
N.
12.
ActMarch
M.,
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
ing ou a clue, rndersheriff Dick. Lewis yesterday exploded the mystery of
23 Years Practical Experience.
the shooting of
Juan Gar- - E. A. .IONE3
W, W. BOWERS
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iut Other People Worrit Light
Lnd the More Light They Can Got
'M l I
111
the Better They Like it.
into the
ELECTRIC LIGHT The Bright Light-Bri- ngs
Home an air of Safety, Cheer and Welcome. It is THE
and

Young-one- s

Grown-ups-

.

Why not protect your Home by installing
ELECTRIC LIGHT. If you already have
's
ELECTRIC LIGHT, install a porch lamp
Why worry about midnight-maraudej
when it is known that burglars fear babies and light more than dogs and pistH
electric
ols. They avoid houses having
L
light - particularly porch lights.
Have your house wired AT ONCE for complete electric s of.
vice and then you'll appreciate the feeling of absolute safety, and comfort afforded by brilliant Edison MAZDA LAMPS
Electric service for Light, Heat and Power is withit the
reach of the most humble home. Let us submit TODAY
an estimate to wire your house. Youll bo astoni f f ft
the moderate cost.I
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Setas Wednesday at Mvirphey's

EVERYBODY READS
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JONES-BOWEfl-

IDEAL LIGHT for
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JULIUS VELIE

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hack
Vee-as- .

Look

Daniel L. Martin offers The Irish Lyric Tenor

ATTOK.VEVS

Las

&.Y.

SATURDAY EVE. MAIL.

Attorneys-at-La-

ghetto walls enclosed the Jewish settlements, it was one of the r ire occasions when the heavy gloom that
weighed upon them was relieved by
the li'.itoric lesson thut Israel's enemies were always in the end defeated and punished. It is the most popular of ail festivals among the Jews and
for centuries held lush prominence
for the spirit of revelry and merrymaking which attended it.

on.

A COLO IM OX

u ri c a n

Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant in action. They contain
blue flag, are a remedy for constipation and sluggish liver, and a tonic to
1he bowels, wliich are improved by
their use. Try them. They do not
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O.
G.

THE WOMJD OVCft TO CL'il

!
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AMERICANS BUY WOOL
London, March 12. The offerings at
the wool sales today amounted to
bales. Merinos were as dear as
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ever, but crossbreds were generally
five per cent under the best All grades
were readily sold. Americans were
good buyers of suitable parcels..
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deed and present a full report to the
board of directors in order that the
association through its board or directors may formally accept the property from the A., T. & S. F. railway
and comply with the necessary legal
formalities.
The dinner Was attended by about
GO men,
many of whwa are representative of the big business Interests of
the cttyi G. D. MoDiil, A. "C. Knebel
and; G. S. Btlhelmer, international secre
taries of the Y. M. C. A., were present; and gave Interesting talks, showing the scope of the .work being done
by the association all over the world.
They showed the Y. M. C. A. to he a
great power for good in the world and
worthy of support. Mr. Bilheimer has
been assigned to work In this section
of the country anwM visit Las Vegas frequently. He said he would be
willing to give every assistance pos
sible to the local association. The
three' International secretaries, hy
their remarks, showed that they are
big men', capable of doing big things.
The speech of each one Is worthy of
publication, but such has not been
done for lack of space.
The meal served was excellent. Mrs.

t,fWIMAt

-
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ill
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THE WATCH HOUSE !S
YOUR

WATCH GUARANTEE

Our endorsement of a watch certW;
fies that it is the best watch value
obtainable for the price, and carries
with, it our interest in the performance when in the wearer's possession.?

to be cast in the would interfere wltli the association's
with the votes on the bond regular worn. The directors were as
issue.
sured, through correspondence with
the Commercial club, that the comAND
'
The
the
of
BROWNE3
.HQFFMANS
actual
expenses
public
fLtared at the postoffice at East
No Watch' is' 'carried by us that
THEATRICAL
THEIR
run
to
close
$62.50 a month munity would lend every assistance
library
tor
New
cS
Mexico,
Vegas,
does not bear critical Inspection that
SYNDICATE
and thus it may he seen that it is and that it was the duty of the Y. M.
through the United State
many years or 'experience as watch
impossible to continue under' the ap C. A., an lnstutlon depending upon the
tw&Us as second class matter.
makers enables us to give.
coun public for support, to dp the communThe Santa. Fe '.New., Mexican says propriation of $500 a year.-4'Thto
cil seriously considered the fhatter and' ity a service by saving the buildings
You may buy watches with our en"the sleepy Meadow City!' is about
M.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Y.
In
The
from
way
the
the
amusement
wish
wrecking gang.
provided
that the populace of the city may
dorsement and guarantee upwards
have
Dally, by Carrier
of picture shows, the Las Vegas do likewise. The expense to the city C. A., with some misgivings, then defrom $5.00.
I MS Amusement company having Incorpor- will no be
2r Copy
if the library 1b cided to accept the property. The
greater
RAILROAD WATCHES SOLD ON
.15
Week
ated. The fact of the matter Is that continued, the vote being only for the Railroad officials at once began the
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
.65
SSso'Montli
the
for
Las Vegas has three picture . shows, purpose of ratifying a policy that has necessary legal proceedings
7.50
One Year
transfer, and the property, with absowhile two more are to be installed at been used for some time.
TAUPERT
Dally, by Mall
The closing of the public library lutely no strings tied to it, was deedonce, one on the East side and oue on
6.00
.
M.
11
Y.
Oao year (in advance)
about
A.,
to
the
ed
days
C,
ac
while
Santa Fe,
would be disastrous in many ways, acJEWELER
the 'West side,
3.00
ri'.i Months (in advance).- cording to latest reports, has but one, cording to its friends, and It is belle- - ago.
7.60
A. T. & S. F. Watch Inspector
One Tear (in arrears)
Mr. Kinkel said that the directors
and the price Is 15 cents with change ed that the people want it continued,
I. K. Lewis did the- - cooking so suc3.75
to
hotel
Qtx Months (in arrears)
propthe
bad
decided
place
the
of reels
This will be learned at the election.'
during
cessfully that the men present felt
r
week. The article concerning the In- Mayor Taupert and City Clerk Charles erty entirely in the hands of the com- compelled to eat everything served to
fmittee mentioned above in order that them. The meal was served
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
;
by a
corporation of the Las Vegas Amuse- Tamnie were Instructed to prepare the
'
it could be handled without embar- number of handsome young ladles,
GROWER
ment company Is as follows:
ballot for tfiis issue.
$2.00
rassing the, work of the association. Mrs. P. H. LeNolr, Miss Marie RobC'na Tear
Las Vegas is no longer to be called
An Alley Fight
Bald the business men of the com. 1.00 the "sleepy Meadow City." The Las The matter of
EH Months
the opening of the He
erts, Miss Marie Clement, Miss Lucy
Herman Ilfeld, Clarence Iden,
have agreed with the Y. M.
Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss Ilfeld,
Vegans are to be given ample oppor- alley located in the block north of munity
Clement,
GIVEN
C RELATIVES
Mall
In
Advance for
Cecil Paice, Louis
C. A. that it should not be obliged to
A.
(Cash
Margraff,
York, Miss Marie Mann, Miss
tunity to stay awake at nights. So it (National avenue and west of Twelfth
Mossy
.
i
L
Rev.
J
T.
the
Mills,
absolutely
Subscriptions)
property away
from the filing of Incorpora-tio- street, south of Columbia avenue and give
Frances Myers, Miss Caroline Green-berge- Taylor, Byron
'
Stemit by check, 'draft or money appears
Rev. J. Milton Harris, Rev
office of the east of the Gallinas river was brought without recompense, as the property
the
in
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss Imhof,
today
papers
FOR LOSSES
tffder. If sen otherwise we will not
would be worth the modE. C. Anderson, M. M. Sundt, J. H.
undoubtedly
VeLlvln-gooA.
before
Las
B.
the council again last night.
state corporation board by the
Rose Kellogg and Mrs.
E.
tb responsible for loss,
amount
asked
of
est
H.
corporation,
any
hlnkel,f
Judge
Stearns, George
ownerswere
affected
Amusement company. This com Property
M.
institution or person who really desirepwimen copies fme on application. gas is
Mrs. V. Long, William. .SigQr,;Jr.tH.
The Symphony
orchestra,
capitalized at $10,000 divided requested to be present at the meet ed to own and use it. In response to
pany
H. LESS THAN $103 ' DAMAGES FOR
F.
Shaw,'
Dr.
B.
B.
Dr.
Smith,
RLL PAPER? DISCONTINUED AT into 100 shares' at $100 each. The ob- ing last night to be heard concerning a question Mr. Kiukel said the Y. M. Charles Kohn, director, furnished exRoh-rer- ,
EACH PERSON KILLED IN
B.
S.
William
Shillinglaw,
Crall,
ject of the company is to run a mov the matter, and several appeared. W. C. A. had never promised to give the cellent music. This organization, reEXPIRATION OF TIME
NEW YORK FIRE
Paul
Brenlgar,
John L. Tooker,
PAID FOR
ing picture show. The office is to be A. Givens, B. T. Mills, J A. Papen property away.
cently formed, bids fair to become
D.
F.
R.
F.
Johnson,
J. F. Sackman,
at Las Vegas with Nestor Hoffman as and Herman Ilfeld were present to 'The resolution
the public.
creating the Y. M. popular with
Advertisers are guaranteed the
New York, March 12. Twenty-thre- e
Baer, Thomas Johnserr, William G.
are: Nestor present arguments.
E.
A.
The
LeNolr
H.
and
DeMarais,
P.
agent.
incorporators
C. A. Hot Springs committee is as
Charles
O'Malley, suits begun by persons whose relaGnrgest daily and weokly circulation
Coors,
Mr.
council
the
addressed
Ogle,
Givens
Henry
reLas
East
$4,900;
Vegas,
secretary and physical director,
follows:
(St any newspaper In northern Now Hoffman,
C. H. Baily, Daniel Stern, Cnarles tives were among the 148 killed in the
Julia Hoffman, $100; H. P. Browne, and gave a statement concerning the
respectively, are responsible for the sucThis
association
has
Whereas,
Sfexlco.
M. M. Padgett, Judge
in
of
the
condition
former
early
Triangle shirtwaist factory fire and by
alley
Mr. LeNoir says Greenclay,
,900 and Effie Browne, $100. All live
& S. F. railway cess of the dinner.
Hallett persons who were injured, were setSouthard,
W.
to
P.
closed. ceived from the A., T.
came
be
how
and
it
Leahy,
years
in
La3
the
DeMarais
deserves
East
Vegas.
greater
to the as- Mr.
TELEPHONES
Mr. Givens expresses himself as be- a quit claim deed conveying
Raynolds, D. L. Batchelor, A. E. De- tled yesterday, so far as the owner
Main 2
known share of the credit. Everybody who
a
sociation
commonly
Mines Office
property
reMarais, William J. Lucas, Stephen of the building was concerned, by the
lieving that the alley should be
Main 9
as the Montezuma Hot Springs, the attended the affair enjoyed It
Wfwn Department
O. C payment of $75 to each by the comaddressIlfeld
then
Herman
COMMITTEE WILL HAVE opened.
Those who attended the dinner were Powers, Jefferson Raynolds,
same being given in the form of a
C. Root.
and
Colbert
ed the council and stated that he had
pany, that carried the accident insurZingg
or reserva G. D. McGill of Chicago, A. G. Knebel
THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 1914.
ance.
formulated a plan by which the dif gift without restrictions
Bilheimer of
JOLT FOE OPERATORS ficulty could be solved. Mr. Weld's tions to be used and disposed of as of St. Louis and G. S.secretaries
Suitfl against the firm that rented
of
international
wise
COAST GUARD ASSURED
Denver,
consider
the association may
the
NEWSPAPERS NOT LITEIS-AR- Y
building may yet be instituted. It
proposition was that his company and
W.
the Y. M. C. A.; Simon Bacarach,
AVashington, March 12. The senate was said the settlement was made beproper;, and
ENOUGH
would deed to the city a part of its
CONGRESSIONAL BODY WILL RE
Whereas, The magnitude of the C, Dennis, W, T. Reed, A. B. Llvin-goo- today passed the bill by 3'enator Town-sen- cause it did not appear that the suits
property in this block located on the
M. W. Browne, Frank Carrbon,
to create a coast guard service
and the apparent great reON
PORT SOON
MICHIGAN
the owner of the building
north of the alley In the east central property
raria there are several newspaC. W. Wesner, Rufus Mead, P. H. by consolidating the revenue cutter against
with
incidental
manageMINE
sponsibilities
STRIKE
would he successful.
, bavins a dally circulation of over
portion. This space was to be deeded
ment and ultimate use or disposition LeNoir, E. V. Herzog, Ludwig William service and the life saving service.
ti I'lion copies a day, and this can
providing the Charles Ilfeld company of the same are destined to be exten12.
March
The
house
i
Washington,
of one other city in the world
should receive a deed from the city
sive and perplexing; therefore be It
ii ia ioux, editor or one or tneso committee investigating conditions In for the property at the other end of
Resolved, That the board of directmine
strike area the block, which caused what is term
:ers, Le 'Journal, visiting in Ney the Michigan copper
of this association does hereby
ors
indi
returned
Members
heer
today.
rk. was interviewed last week on lis
ed a blind alley.
create
and empower a special standThe proposition was discussed pro
nicn of American journalism. His cated that their report would denounce
to be known as the "Y.
committee
ing
al
owners
mine
to
the
for
It
refusing
and con for some time and finally
ni i;s are bound to be interesting
M.
C.
Hot
A.
.Springs committee,''
low their men to return to work with- was agreed that this plan would be
AiiiH may be important to both news-Siapshall be formed and
committee
which
out
conunions.
feasible and satisfactory to air
renouncing their
men and the readers of paper 3.
as
follows:
empowered
Chairman Taylor condemned the use cerned. With the property that the
The principal fault Mr. Reboux finds
1. This committee shall consist of
'with American papers is that they aie of armed men from outside the state Charles Ilfeld company Is to deed to seven
members, four of whom shall
wA literary enough. "Your papers at the instance of the mine owners, the city, a turning point will be form be
by this board of directappointed
are merely newspapers," he says, "de- and pictured a miseraole condition of ed In the alley permitting wagons to ors from among Its members, the
men
strike."
without
on
the
enter
He
and
announced
the alley
emerge
signed to give local Information at a
of the board being
ob- difficulty.
The Ilfeld company pro- present president
glance, instead of providing food for that ,! the committee would later
of the said four, members, and
one
15
the
feet, making
your readers' minds to entertain and tain further evidence from the (books posed! to deed
three citizens of the community who
amnse their leisure hours. In France of the"CaIumet arid Hecla company at alley 40 feet- wide for some distance are not members of this board of diinterwe give our readers every day In the Boston, give a hearing to 'John Mit- as a turning point The people
three to be selected
instructed by the city rectors, the latter
week some nourishing literary food chell, the labor leader, and probably ested were
the aforementioned
and
by
appointed
t2
maica arrangements for the
a
to the house by May councif
board members of the commit
along with the record of dally happen- 1.present report
four
exchange of the deeds and the trans tee.
ings. And It is the literary food that
fer
of the property, and the matter
"The
said
Chairman
companies,"
as most important, even from a busi2. The seven original members of
-3
ness point of view, because no dally Taylor, "have the right not to recog-nl- was closed. .
committee shall become a permathis
,C. C. Gordon report
men
the
union
Physician
the
the
have
and
City
nent committee and shall 'continue to
paper which is merely a newspaper
right to belong to a union. It is an ed that during last month there were serve while the committee shall re
can hope to get big circulation
proposition' to deny a four births, one male and three fe main in- existence
,, , ,.
man
to berong to some or- males. There were six deaths, three
the
right
3. In the event or the removal or
NTien it was suggested that in this
males and three females, four of
of any of the four memcountry the readers believe the news ganization.
whom were' residents of the city and resignation
Federation
Miners
"The
Western
of
of the committee appointed by
bers
most Important, M. Reboux asked the
Four cases of
is distinctly a
organiza- two
the board of directors a vacancy thus
reporter interviewing nim: "Can you, tion, and these hi&ajliferous
4trlkes'
could belong measles were reported and one case caused shall he filled
wi thr all youi newspaper experience,
hy the board of
to no othersneh igaiatkn, and de- of scarlet fever. The report stated
and
.the
event of the re
ia
directors,
sit down and .write owt a, synopsis of nial of their
to Its membership that the contagious diseases were moval or
resignation of any of the
the local news of the first week of means uenlal rights
controlled.
of their right to belong properly
three citizen members of the com
February? That is only one month to any union. The Citizens' alliance,
The report by Chief of Police Ben
a vacancy thus caused shall
ago and 99 per cent of what happened the
12 cases mittee,
organization of citizens, is work Coles showed that there were
filled
be
by the four board members
Intei-es-t
of
no
Is
to anybody
earthly
.,,
ing along this line of driving the before the city court last month.
of ithe committee
It was Just printed in. respongejt? an Western
Federation Of Miners off the
4. This committee Is hereby given
artificial
!
hunger which American, map.
'
president of the miners' federation, full power,, and
authority to organize
themselves
have
created.'
newspapers
said today that he would remain in
"The Waddeil-Mano- n
Mo-zflcorporation
active
itself,
working bodihy
As an illustration of what literature
'
brought a1 large number' of strike- Chicago for several flays until the selecting a chalrmap, a secretary and
r
1.
would do for newspapers, M. Reboux breakers into the strike
territory. condition of Charles B. Mahoney, vice other of fleers as it may desire and
cited these facts :. "Twenty years ago
Western
Federation,
transThey furnished thugs, as did the president of the
the Gil Bias had the best literary tal- Asher agency. These people shipped who was operated on two days ago for to establish, such rules for, the
action of its affairs as it may deem
ent.; Then L'Echode Paris took some me,n- - there with instructions that if appendiatlg, began, to show .improve necessary.
cf their best men, and about the time tfiare was no excitetrient to create' it ment
'('
.,.;.,,
C)
;;,
' EL
Ss.
committee Is hereby given
.Anatrile France's articles appeared the These fellows have "created trouble,
l'.
'
:::
..
'..wA
".K
T:
f ul authority and; power to attend to ;
s.f- iTQ tjR thoughts must b turning now, icvyour new coat or suit--d- r both. Our thoughts have
circulation arose In a few months from they have 'no responsibility" and have
WESTINGOySE ISDEAD t all business matters, arising and per
been
on the subject for many days and in anticipation of your needs; we
to
20,000
j
ye .assembled an au- 550,000.. .Then Le Journal been deputized sheriffs and allowed
New York,
taining to the .protection of the; prop-- of
from1
came along, and from the 'first it has to carry guns. '
direct
thoritative
and
the
.
of
hands
the foremost ds- Suits,
Coats
Redfern
..was
died
here today,
showing
stylish
inghouse, who
erty,,,, to. receive; and. make proposals
always' subordinated "unimportant cur-Teof garments for tlie modern American womant
"The majority of the investigation 68 years old ,and ,was perhaps .best looking to the rental, leasing or sale
news to the excellence of Us lit committee Will agree in recommend- known as the inventor of the air
of the property, in whole or In part,
erary features. Out of the mass ot ing to congress a federal law to pro- brake which, bears his name and revo and to transact any other business
contributions we receive and all that hibit corporations from Shipping arm- lutionized railroading in this country, matters which
may arise in connecEelieving that Redfern coats and suits offer our customers the utmost in style, value, and se- cur staff of really famous men of let ed men from one state to another. He was born at Central Bridge, N. Y., tion with the affairs
of the property;
lection, we have provided an unusual display. Would it not be well to inspect the showing now? f
ters can produce we only publish the This will be on the ground that they and received his early education In
provided, however,
the, committee
test, and the best was picked out for are trouble makers. The committee the common schools. He served in shall conclude no sale of the property,
years by a member of the French probably will make some other recom- the civil war. At his death he was in whole or In
part, neither shall it
mendation concerning working condi the president of nearly 30 corpora lease the property as a whole until
Academy." '
The Redfern guarantee, added to our own, insures your, absolute and lasting satisfaction with
Few American newspaper men will tions of large enterprises."
tions. The air brake which he Invent- the details of the proposed transac. ,
every garment bearing this label.
f;
n't much stock in M. Ko!tmxs ideas.
ed is used throughout the civilized tions shall first fee presented to tl)5
Davidson Goes to Michigan
hia paper hta a clrcn-hUworld, and in almost every part of the board of directors of this association
of 1,203,009 every' flay. One
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MUSICAL TEA IS
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SUCCESS

Joe Hile of Watrous came in yesterday for a short visit.
G. W. Oakley of Kansas City, was WOMAN'S CLUB, GIVES ANOTHER
INTERESTING SOCIAL ENTERa commercial visitor in Las Vegas
TAINMENT

.

C. B. Sperry of Albuquerque came
in last night and will remain here for

several days on business.
Mrs. N. B. Earl of El Porvenir
ranch, came in last night for a few
days visit In Las Vegaa.
J. S. Carton of Chicago arrived in
18 Vegaa last night and will be here
on" business for several days.
Mrs. C. B. Barnes of Ribera and
Mrs. R. E. Barnes of Caldwell, Kas.,
were visitors In Las Vegas today.
Ed Taylor of Albuquerque arrived
in Las Vegas last night nd will be
a business visitor for the next few
days.
Marvin Downs, eon of Dr. C. V.
Downs of Greenville, N. M., is in Las
Vegas to visit friends for several
days.
J. W. Bowden, representative for
the Colsen Fruit company, was in Las
Vegas today on his weekly business
visit.
Frank Faircloth, an attorney of
Santa Rosa, came in last night for a
several days' business visit in Las
;
Vegas.
A. N. Slavlck of Alamosa,'CoIo., arrived In the city this afternoon and
will remain here for several days on
business.
,ft
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Thuli of Watrous
ame in this afternoon and will be
visitors with friends, here for the next
l
several days.
B.
of ShoemakBrunton
W.
Captain
er returned to his some today after
having been, a business visitor here
for a short time.
J. L. Williams, representative for
the Jennings Novelty Jewelry company of New .York, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
J. R. James drove in last night in
liis automobile from the southern part'
of the state, where he has been on
business for the past several days.
Ed Dowling, train master for the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Railway company at Raton, was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., and son
"Waldo, have returned from Colorado
Springs and Kansas City, where they
have been for the past several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Englert of Wichita, Kas., arrived In Las Vegas last
night and will remain here for some
time. They are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
1L O. Potter.
John A. Ross returned last night
from Albuquerque, where he attended
the annual encampment of the New
Mexico Grand Army of the Republic.
Mr. Ross was chosen commander of
.

the

New Mexico 0.. A, R.
George D. McDill of Chicago and
A. G. Knebel of St Louis, two international secretaries of the Y. M. C. A.,

arrived in Las Vegas yesterday evening; and last night attended the big
meeting at the Y. M. c. A.
Volney Poulson left this afternoon
tor his home at Roswell, where he will
remain. Mr. Poulson was called to
his home on account of the serious
Illness of his mother.,' He has been
attending the New' Mexico Normal
University here and will return next

year
LIFE'S

ROAD

Smoothed by Change of Food
Worry Is a big load to carry and an
unnecessary one. When accompanied
J

fcypidigestion it certainly is cause for
tbeiblues.
But the whole trouble may be easily
thrown off and 'life's road pe made
easy ana comfortable by ,Prw?tpaJ;iheer.
Ing and the cultivation of
Read what a Troy woman says:
"Two years ago I made the acquaintance of Grape-Nu-ts
awl have used the
food once a day and jjometmies twice,
ever since.
"At the time I began to use it life
was,j& burden, I was for years afflicted with bilious p'ck headache, cauged
toy Indigestion, and nothing seemed
'"'
to relieve me.
"The trouble became so Mvere-'- T
had jto leave myi work for'days at'a
time.,
"My nerves were In such

a state I
could not sleep and the doctor said I
was on the verge of nervous prostration. I saw an adv. concerning Grape-Nut- s
and bought a package for trial.
"What Grape-Nut- s
has done for me
is certainly marvelous. I can now
sleep like a child, am, entirely free
fromi the old trouble and have not had
a
attache in over a year. I feel
Mke a new person. I have recommended it to others. One man I knew
ate principally Grape-Nuts- ,
while working on the ice all winter, and said he
never felt better in his life."
Name given by Fostum Co., Battle
"
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
in pkgs. "There's a Reason."'
Ever read the above letter. A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine,' true, and full of human
interest. Adv.

t

Well-ville,-

FIRE IN PORTLAND.
Portland, Ore., March 12. Fire
early today swept ail that section of
the Portland water front on the East
side from the upper to the lower Ak
bina ferries, destroying Columbia dock
No. 2 and Montgomery dock No. 1,
the steamships Cricket and Glenroy
and miiih other property, entailing a
loss of 1,000,000. , The area burned
'
covered six blocks.
.. .
Starting in the lower end of Columbia dock No. ,2 from some cause Unknown, the fire spread rapidly,' and,
before firemen arrived on the scene It
had reached stores of sulphur and
asphalt, which supplied additional
fuel. The fire spread both north and
south from the starting point and soon
the dock in which it started and
Montgomery dock to the)' north were
J".
burning.
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Tea was served at the conclusion
A short business
session preceded the program, and WHEN CHURCHES POST PICTURE
OF FOREIGNER'S FAMILY
general business of the club was disTROUBLE OCCURS
posed of. Nothing of unusual importance occurred at this session, as the
Morristown, N J., March 12. A
afternoon was especially devoted to
of 400 Italians today visited the
crowd
the musical tea.
exhibit of the social survey and destroyed all photographs depicting
scenes in the Italian settlement here.
The social survey was organized by
flOY IS EXHUMED
six churches with a view to remedying tenement conditions. Charts and
were placed on exhibition
FOR POSTMORTEM photographs
in a store and aroused much fee'ing
among the Italians, who said that the
exhibit was a reflection on their home
of the program.

life. ,
One of the pictures showed the
wife and baby of an Italian and underneath was the legend: "The foreign-bormust be taitght how to care for

n

Dr. M. F. DosMarals and As- sistant District Attorney Chester
Hunker returned this afternoon
from Las Ventanas, where they
held a postmortem on the body
of Mrs. Manuelita de Gallegos.
When the body was exhumed it
was found to have been hastily
buried without a coffin. The neck
was found to have been broken,
and there was every indication
that death was the result of mur- der as finger-print- s
were found
upon the neck. Carlos Gallegos,
the woman's husband, was ar- rested by Deputy Sheriffs Felipe
Lopez and Amador Ulibarri and
brought to Las Vegas late today.
He will have a hearing tomorrow
in the court of Justice Pablo Uli- barri on the West side.
4

The exhumation of the body of Mrs.
Manuelita de Gallegos,. a postmortem
examination to determine, if possible,
the cause of the woman's death and
the arrest of her husband, Carlos
Gallegos, were the new developments
today in the investigation by the district attorney's office of what appears
to have been a brutal murder at Las
Ventanas early this week.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward yesterday afternoon sent Deputy Sheriffs Felipe Lopei and Amador
Ulibarri to Lss Ventanas, which Is
located about ;j80 miles east of; Las
Vegas."fc- - The' pfficers were provided
with a warrant for the arrest of Gat
legos on a charge of murder and were
Instructed to jfind the grave of Mrs.
Gallegos and exhume the body. This
morningvAsaiaifanitiiJtetrlct Attorney
Chester
Dr. M. F.
left for La; Ventanas in an
automobile, Mr. Hunker to make an
investigation of ;the circumstances of
the death o Mrsf Gallegos and Dr.
DesMarals to conduct a postmortem.
According to tie report brought to
the district attorney; yesterday afternoon! "Mrs. tQallegos was found dead
early' one morning several days ago.
The Justice of the peace summoned
a coroner's jury, which decided the
woman had come to her death through
means of violence, possibly having
been, choked Ito deAUuL
examination of the body by the jury showed
abrasions on the throat and $4 'bruises
Upon; the- stomach and parts of the
bojdy.. A strip of, flesh, also had been
torn from the body near, the. shoulder.
The husband, upon being questioned,
said that he awoke at 3 o'clock in the
morning and saw his wife lying upon
the floor. ' He arose from bed and
picked her up, only to find that she
was dead. He did not hear the sound
of a strugle ia the room, he saicL
It was expected that Gallegos would
be brought to Las Vegas late this afternoon. He likely will have a hearing before the justice of the peace tomorrow.
. ,.
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J. W. Burks, left List n i U f r
'
!
r
j
Springfield, Til., where he
' ' u
a short time and later go t
'
to locate. Mr. Burks is an
resident of this city and has been employed by the Santa Fe Railway com
pany as a conductor. Mrs. Burks will
remain in Las Vegas for some time
and later will join her husband.
'
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their children." The irate father a
few days ago tore this picture to bits
and was arrested on a charge of malicious mischief.
After ruining the exhibit today the
crowd swept into the Maple avenue
public school where they demanded
that J. Burton Wiley, superintendent
of public schools, make a retraction of
a statement reflecting on the Italian
The superintendent denied
colony.
that he ever made any such statement. The police then scattered the
crowd.
WE

HAVE

FAITH

IN

The Jewish people today celebrated
the feast of Purim, one of the lesser
festivals of the Hebrew calendar. On
Tuesday evening, at O. R. C. hall, there
will be a dance to which all the Jewish people are invited. H'Nai B'Rith
lodge has charge of the arrangements
for this affair, and promises good en
tertainment for its guests. On Satur-adevening of next week there will
be a dance for the children of the

Sunday school of Temple Montetiore.
Purim is one of the minor festivals
s
in the Jewish religior
ous calendar, and is ecelbrated on the
fourteenth day of the month Adar.
The feast of Purim is a festival of
joy and gladness, based on the story
told In the Book of Esther, one of
the "Five Scrolls," which are contained in the third division of the Bible
called "Sacred Writings." Its celebration commemorates the deliverance
of the Jews of Persia from total annihilation.
Haman, the prime minister of King
Ahasuerus, taking offense at the lack
of deference shown him by Mordecal,
the Jew, in revenge plots the destruction of all the Jews. The king, unaware that Esther, the queen, was a
Jewess, granted Hainan's request and
ordered that on a certain day chosen
by lot (or Pur, which means casting
lots), all the .Tews of ilie kingdoms uf
Persia and Media should be destroyed,
and their property taken as spoils. At
the intervention of tsther, the king
withdrew the dwree, ordered Hainan.
She intriguer, to be executed and appointed Mordecal as prime minister in
his stead. The very 'days on which
the general massacre of the Jews was
to have taken place were now chanc
ed into days of joy and feasting, and
given the name Purim.
Although the historical accuracy of
the book of Esther has been called in
question and some scnolars ascribe
origin of this feast to an old folkfestival that was celebrated in Persia
at the early spring season, still what
ever be its origin,: Purim has been
celebrated by the Jews. for over two
thousand years as a festival of joy
and thanksgiving. It served to recall
the repeated deliverances that have
come to Israel in the midst of 'Jie
most dire persecutions that threaten
ed its destruction. Together with the
general spirit of jubilation, there also
grew up the beautiful custom of send
ing gifts to friends and' especially to
the poor on this day." This custom
is called Sh'lach-MonoIn the synagogue services, this day
13 distinguished by reading the Book
of Estber &ni special prayers of
thanksgiving for God's protection and
never failing salvation.

THIS STOMACH REMEDY
A woman customer said to us the
other day, "Say, you ought to tell
everyone in town aout Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets. I would myself if I
could." That set us to thinking. So
many people have used them and
have so enthusiastically sounded their
praises both to us and their friends,
that we had an idea you .all knew
about them. But, in the. chance that
some of you who suffer from indigestion, heartburn, dyspepsia, or some
other stomach complaint, don't know
about thenv-- we
are writing this.
They contain Bismuth and Pepsin,
two of the greatest digestive aids
known to medical science. They
soothe and comfort the stomaB, promote the secretion of gastrtc juice,
help to quickly digest the food and
convert it; Into rich, red blood, and TIE TEXAS 13
COST
improve the action of the bowels. We
believe them to be the best remedy v
VESSEL
made for indigestion and dyspepsia.
We certainly wouldn't offer them to
you entirely at our risk unless we
felt sure they would do you a lot of SUPERDREADNAUGHT IS TURNED
OVER TO GOVERNMENT BY
good. If Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets do
' HER MAKERS ! t
not relieve you of indigestion, check
V
the heartburn, and make it possible
for you to eat what you like whenever - Newport News, Va., March 12.
you like, come back and get your All ready for fight or frolic the giant
superdreadnaught Texas, most powermoney.
Sold only at the more than 7;000 ful battleship afloat in the world toRexall Stores, and in' this town only day, left the yards of her builders
at our store. Three sizes, 25c, 60, here, th Newtwrt Netfs tmipbuilding
corner c&nvpariV; .for the Norfolk navyyArd,
and $1.00. . E. G. Murphey,
Sixth and Douglas streets, East Las distant only a few miles, there to tie
turned over to Rear Admiral Usher,
Vegas, N. M. Adv.
Commandant of the Newport station.
The vessel's officers and crew had
AN INDUSTRIAL HEARING
beiu
assembled so she was ready to
12.
The federal
Washington, March
industrial relations committee today be placed officially in command after
sot Monday, April 'fl; for beginning its being turned" over to the authorized
public hearings; in Washington into government representative. "?..
The dreadna'ught was launched here
methods of t adjusting .differences , between, employers and ,employea,.such almost two years ago. Miss Claudia
Colonel Cecil A.
as collective ' bargaining, conciliation Lyon,1 daughter-of- .
and arbitrations. Witnesses will in- Lyon of Texas, doing the honors of
clude corporation officials and trades the occasion with the traditional bot
union leaders who have negotiated tle of champagne.
This monster of the Boa carries as
and maintained trust' Agreements in
its
principal! fighting equipment a
industries of the country.
battery of ten
guns, being the
first warship in the world to be fitted
DOERR ASKS CLEMENCY
March 12. William A. out with guns of such large caliber.
Boston,
Doerr of Stockton, CaJ., who Is sen- and in addition has ia its main
21
14-- ii
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that in passing through the Panama
locks she would have almost 15 feet
to spare. 'Although
aer,, designed
speed was 21 knots, in her trials off
the Maine coast last October she did
her fastest mile in 22.28 knots. She
has a displacement of 274,000 tons, a
horse power of 5,000 and draws 28

feet 6 inches. Her armor belt is 11
Inches thick. Twin screws and ver
ticals triple expansion engines send the
steel plated terror sizzling through
the seas. The contract price of the
vessel for hull and machinery was
$3,830,000, but with armament added
the total cost was swelled by several
millions.
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The progressive state convention of
la session recently at! Oklahoma City, adopted a resolution, declaring the party In favor of national
prohibition.

Ac

During the night auotber body a
aii4 identified a
tbu of
Thomas J. Wright, auditor of the William J. Leisp Brewing company of St.
Louis.
A fresh squad of 100 workmen this morning took p the work cf
The progressive party of Montana
clearing the mass of iron, brick and
has decided to name complete state timber undor which 29 to 30 still lie
and congressional tickets this year.
buried.
One of the bodies foumf today was
The Alabama
League identified as that of Curt Crouch of
and affiliated organizations are con- St Louis, sales manager for the Wt sr
ducting a vigorous campaign in the Electric company. This la the eleventh
hope of electing a legislature this body identified.
year that will be favorable to prohibThe club register was found today.
ition legislation.
It was compared with the list of nursing arid showed that the one previousTli
ly published waa accurate.
would make the death toll 30.
Oklahoma,

found

Anti-Saloo-

BASEBALL

TEST IS

NOTES.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

IN BILL

RETAINED

IMMIGRATION
MEASURE IS REPORTED BY COMMITTEE IN
UNCHANGED FORM

Washington, March 12. The much
discussed literacy test will remain in
the liurnutt immigration bill when it
in piescnted to the senate for action.
This was decided today by the senate
imniicration. committee, which will report the bill favorably.
The re was a suggestion that the literary tc.it be dropped because of the
risk of President Wilson's veto, but
(lie majority of the committee did not
believe the president would carry his
opposition to that feature so far as
to veto the entire bin. Senators
to the test will fight it on the
floor.

The provision for American health
inspectors on immigrant vessels leav
ing foreign ports, to which. Italy onfl
some other foreign governments ob
Jected, was changed to provide that
persons
immigrant vessels carrying
suspected of being deportable on account of disease may bo detained af
ter reaching port and the suspected
persons confined on board until their
cases are determined.
The provision for a head tax of $5
on each Immigrant was changed to $6
for each unmarried and $4 for each
married alien.

BASEBALL

CAPITALISTS

WILL SETTLE DISPUTE
CHARLIE
TAFT POURS OIL ON
TROUBLED WATERS IN THE;
WINDY CITY

Acting oa a
P.
hint from Charles
Taft, that It
would be well it the two groups of
capitalists got t'ogeUier, Frank Mayer, representing the Spiegel syndicate, and John T. Connery, head of
another group, met today and formed
a "mutually agreeable combination."
Early next week a meeting of the
two syndicates will bi held here and
a definite agreement reached, it was
announced.
The suggestion that the Connery
Interests confer with the Spiegel bidders' was made by Mr. Taft yesterday
In a long distance telephone conver-giveout toy Mayer and Connery said:
was in the Tai.f office at the time and
enmo back to Chicago in time for a
meeting today. A Joint announcement
given out by Kayer and Conn ey said:
think we 'can assure 'the 'public that the Cuba will bo" a Chicago in'
'
"",
stitution. ''"'
Members of tie syndicate headed by
Connery will muet at 1 o'clock today
to go over the terms under consider-- 1
ation with Tart 'At Connery's office
it was s.M i r. .ort rf ho m ' b t
would be i ..r:i out until tomorrow.
The At;, r i i ig'ie , i vt I a t1 P
National, must be suited In the selecv to
tion of evi n a t ' ,w y hm
C. W. Murphvas head of the Cubs. it'
waa pointed out,, am
pos m iJ
-- 1 to
rea
h.i 1 d n
re if t
1.
propot i i tit inw.i-- y i n- March

Chicago,

12.

n

Uew York,. March 12. The short Interest have been reduced on the mi
rise. The market sagged toda?..
Shading of prices for Steel produHn
wa
depressed sentiment, and the
sensitive to bear setting.
Bulls were not agsresslve in supporting their favorites. Renewed forlsn selling and further liquidation of
low priced railroad snares
pefr.A
against tho market. Trading w?s dull
throughout the morning and only a
few stocks were noticeably under
pressure, but the market showed no
recuperative powers. At noon lossca
Federals.
anionthe prominent shares mriKed
The temperance cause is batting from small fractions to more than a
500 per cent in the Central associat- point. Bonds were heavy.
ion. Four of the circuit towns are
Moderate amounts of Steel and Un
"dry," while the other four are as ion Pacific were sold by foreign representatives.
"damp" as Lake Michigan.
Selling of Pennsylvania
Scout Joe Page of the White Sox helped the downward movement of the
has applied for a New England league list. Rock Island securities all dropfranchise for St. John, N. B. Page ped, the collateral i)onds breaking
hopes to place a St. John team in the through 40. Reduction in the Ameri"Little Old" circuit in 1915.
can Express dividend was reflected in
Gerald Hayes, who has umpired in a drop of four points in the stock.
the American association and Inter- United States Express also gave way
national league, for several years,
will "call 'em as he sees 'cm" in. the
The market closed steady. EuroPacific Coast league this season.
pean selling of Canadian Pacific conIf the promoters of the proposed Il tinued until long after the usual ilmo
linois State league) are successful the for the suspension of
arbitrary tinsJ-nes- s,
new organization will probably take
and the stock lost three points,
over the circuit of the Illinois-MissouFractional recoveries were general in
league.
the final dealings. The last sales wer
as follows:
, r.,
THE GREATEST IMPORTER,
73
Amalgamated Copper
Washington, March 12. The United Sugar .
p
States leads the world in the Importa Atchison .
."i
tion of sugar, according to a report
1",'
Reading
Issued today by the department of Southern pacific
9S'
agriculture. The grand total of im Union Pacific
1"' "SV
ports in 1912 was 3,022,187 short tons, United States Steel
compared with 2,797,514 short tons In United States Steel, pfd.
jr.:
191L Of this amount 50.3. par cent
'
came from Cuba.
Captain Tommy Leach will find
plenty to do in keeping the Cubs, including the great; .Zinn, in line.
Few veterans remain in the lineup
of the New York Yankees this season.
Manager Chance is o.ut to develop a
new team of youngsters.
Pitcher Elmer Koestner, once with
the Cleveland Naps, is shoiag a lot
of good stuff in training for a regular
job with the Cubs at Tampa.
The Rochester, Toronto and Montreal clubs of the International league
have been seriously crippled by the
desertion of Bome of their stars to the

.

CHICAGO

ACCUSED, OF, MURDER,

Kirksville, Mo.,?March
Henry
Thorington, 40 years old, was called
for trial here today, charged with the
murder of Mrs. Ivy Chevalier and her
daughter, 12 years old, who were found
e
last
dead in their. Jio.T.e, in
j,!.-3vi;i-
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COMPANIES
INSURANCE
CAN"
Des Moines, la., March 12. John L
Blenkley, auditor of state, today re
voked the license ot the- .National
Life association.,. The .action has the
effect of preventing the Insurance
company from writing further busi
ness in Iowa. Proceedings were In-

u'-i-

t

1!

1

Anna
Cleveland, March
Pendogll, aged 30, was cut to pieces
in her home while tied to a bed here
today. Frank Stika, aged 0, son of
the man for whom Mrs. Fedogii was
housekeeper, has been ... arrested,
charged with murder. Mice say he
has made a confession. The woman
was heard screaming by a policeman,
who investigated,,, . She died Shortly
a ho8pii.i,l,r
after being,, taken.
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BOARD CF T

Chicago, March. 12. V ' r t
rallied today ia consequence cf
sas rt porta that In son r
'
sown fields were showing & ""i
, i
great - as SO per cent
opened the same as last i ' t t
i
cent lower, but then made
cd
all around. The Tose was fc'aduj- - 1
Vi. to
net decline.
Confirmation of liberal eles t v
eaaft and of a scarcity of nr I
ings 'helped to davelep str1
'i it
v pra a
cpM'? 'Opening prices, w,
shade to
y lower, v t ' " 4
'
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i
by
general rise fo
The close was weak ' ' ' to
net lower.
Oats sagged, owing to a'
Ju
demand.
Higher prices for fcora Va
Mowy .After opening .wrr
asliado off, th roaring gr-renfd., The ckwinqnA '
,Wl;eat,.;Pa.y:
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:TR.UST CO.

Invites your account either Commercial or Savius. WVpay 4
per cect .cu EishH
counts, on CliedkisJ Account 2 per cent
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EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.

y

ITALIANS

program.

DISTRICT
INVESTIATTORNEY
GATES ALLEGED MURDER
OF MRS. GALLEGOS

j

SiG NAII"

Secrtfary

PEOPLES BAKE

JEWISH PEOJLE RETURN THANKS
FOR THE PROTECTION OF

V,

Tres

Ulj'pVto its customers yet ecssemtive ia its management 'the

'

suc-ces-

GEO. H. HUNKER, Vice

CECILI9 EOSENWALD,

,

Ttmr Woman's club scored another
big. hit yesterday afternoon at the
Commercial club rooms when it gave
a musical test. " Over 100 ladies and a
s
number of men attended, and the
of the , afternoon might be
by the size of the attendance.
The musical features of the afternoon were' excellent. The Commercial
club rooms.'jurnlsb. an ideal place for
such entertainment,'; both from the
standpoint of performer and listener.
Mrs. Charles O'Malley and Mrs. Mabel
Hall had charge of tite entertainment
and were congratulated for their ability to so successfully arrange such a
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Preside

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

it

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't, Cash.
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
In the District Court of the United
States, for the District of New Mexico.
In the matter of
' No. 130.
Aaron M. Adler,

SURPLUS

CAPITAL. PAID IN

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

AS VEGAS SAVINGS BAMi

me

Bankrupt.
Public notice is nereby given that
pursuant to an order of court in the
above entiled matter I will on Friday,
the thirteenth day of March, A. D.
1914, at the east door of the county
court house, in, the Town of Laa Vegas, county of San Miguel and state
of New Mexico, at the hour of eleven
o'clock a. m., on said day, offer for
salo and sell to the highest bidder
for cash all and singular the follow- RATES
ing described land and real estate,

oe Wm

OPTIC

BESTAUBANT

SHORT ORDER

AND RcGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
NS
BROTHERHOOD
'102 Meets every Monday nlgat ti
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R C. hall, on Douglae avenas at
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are
each month. Visiting diaMy welcome
J. C. Averts, Pro(
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O, ft
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily. Treasurer.

ii

.

COLUMN
TOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

to-w- it:

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at WooeV
men ball. Visiting brothers cordiaV
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.;. Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
First Piece. The north half of the Five cents per line tach Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- southeast quarter of Section 33, and Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Jlar
conclav
Tua-iNo
ad to occupy less space than two
tho west half of the southeast quarter
in each moutk t Malines
All
advertisements
charged
of Section 34, in township 17 North
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
Range 22 East of New Mexico PrinM. Smith, E.
C; Chas. Tamme. Rfr
cipal Meridian, containing one hun- without regard to number of words. corder.
In
Cash
advloce
preferred.
dred and sixty acres, more or less.
Second Piece. The est half of the
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYnorthwest quarter, and the west half
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-of the southwest quarter of Seclion
vocation first Monday in
9, in township 16 North
Rang
each month at Munnntn
1
East of New Mexico Principal Merii ivuiyia at
:su p. m.
f
dian, containing one hundred and sixA. Brlnegar, H.
P.; p.
f Blood, Secretary.
ty acres more or less.
and
1
Third piece. Lots numbered
2. and the southeast quarter of the
O. 0 F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO
m
M
i.a
northeast quarter, and the northeast
8 6Vei7
Monday
eveing at
h
OPTIC'S NUMiitS, MAIM B,
n 0n S1Xth
quarter of the southeast quarter of
AU
breflipen cordially invited
Section 4, in township 16 North Range
to attend.
J. Fnedenstine, N.
22 East of New Mexico Principal MeriG.; A. T. Rogers,
dian, containing one nundred and fiftyEIWd' Seoreta7; Karl
-six
Wertz, Treasurer;
and 0
acres, more or less.
C. V. Hedgcock,
The said sale will he at public auc- WILL pay $2.50 for trunk with good Cemetery Trustee.
tion and for cash as aforesaid and will
lock and key. Apply M, Optic.
B. P. O. El KS
be made subject to the approval of
M.- -.
.
...vkLS
ttuna ana
court.
fourth Tuesday
the
WANTED Representative
for our
evening of each
flTOHN' S. CLARK,
firm, one that is interested in fruit month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Trustee of the Estate of Aaron M
growing preferred, for our high Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Adler. Bankrupt.
grade nursery stock. The Denver are cordially invited. Gov. Wm J
'
Nursery Company, 4100 West 46th Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon!
Subscribe tor The Opt5o.
Secretary.
Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

r;d

CAPITAL STQCII
Office

-

C3o,coa.oo

mih the San Miguel National Bank

CAFE

ANQ

t

LOCAL TIME CARD

v

WM. G. IIAYDON
H. W. KELLT

.
'

D. T. HOSKINS

.

)

.

President
Vice President
-- Treasurer

j

p

TO

Interest Paid On Deposits

J

.,.
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Special "Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the
yery young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and
pneumonia are to bei feared and avoided. Foley'8 Honey and Tar is a great

family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a cold
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It is safe, pure ana always reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

may concern that Margarita Romero
the undersigned, was appointed on the
16th day of February, A. D. 1914, administrator of the estate of Irenea D.
de Romero, deceased and that all persons having claims against the estate
of said Irenea D. de Romero, deceased
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
PILLS
niHCilESTER
will present the same within the time
CONCERN
1,8111 Ak your lrug;ifflt for i
New
State of
Mexico, County of Sin prescribed by law.
IMamim J Braml
I'ltis in li. tl and t.oU mcialiicVr
In
Dated this 16th day of February, A.
Probate Court
the
Miyuel,
a tiiutb(
r
"iiu Pius iviiiijdii,
V J Tnk no other. Ituy or your "
In the matter of the estate of Ireaea D, 1914.
MARGARITO ROMERO,
V yJ yssr known as Best.S 'est, Always ReltHH D. de Romero, deceased.
Administrator
Notice is hereby given to whom it
SOiDBV DRUGGESTS BtRVWiii w
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MODERN WOODMEN

I;'

j'

JOB PIRU'TINO

KNIGHTS

' FOR SALE

One Rio automobila, 1912
car, good condition, will demon-

:

I

It

V giving
you

a present for

ing

something if
... I

way when you
learn how Much

EMPRESS

Zfetfer

FLOUR reclb

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT "S

ftKNUINEWM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH
REY(STER- LING) FINISH

I

COLUMBUS, COUN-CIMeeta second and
Thursday In O. R. C. hall,

rjurth

do-

j j

L

uvimta
be d- -

NO. 804.

strate. Inquire Las
and Machine Gov

f

EMPRESS
FLOUR

OF AMERICA

OF

Depart

This elegant Rogers'
NSi!ver Spoon

WELL' DRILL For sale cheap, used
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
j but little, easy terms, call at the Love at Woodmen of
the World hall
office of Edward n Johnson, Pio on the
second and fourth Mondays oi
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.
each month at 8 p. m. 0. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
WHITE Wyandotte day old chicks.
Montague, Local Deputy.
Visltini
Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas.
members are especially welcone and
330.
Main
Mrs.
Telephone
J. S. Dil cordially Invited.
Ion, Agent East Las Vegas.

For Bids on That Last

p.
a. tt.
p. a,

or YUU

first and third Mondays of each
FOR RENT Completely furnished
eight room house on Sixth street. month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome.
Phone W. P. Mills, Main 295.
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President;'. A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street!
FOR SALE Good paying business; East Las Vegas, N. M.
small capital required; great snap
for right man. See A. H. Harris, L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second auS
fourth Thursday
612 Lincoln avenue.
evening eacfc
month at W. O. W. hall. Visltlnj
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey brothers cordially invited. Howard T
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at Davis, Dictator; p. A. Um Secretary.
home kind. Phone Purple 5623. I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
1. 0. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
I
day of the month in the vestry roomi
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island Red uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock
eggs for setting 75c and $1.00 per m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
setting of 15. Day old R. I. Red vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charier
chicks. H. M. Northrup, 913 JLto Greenclay, Secretary,
coin avenue.

rv

p. &

1:35 p. ra,
6:40 a. n.
4:30 p. m
7:00 p. m.

.

6:35 a. ra.....
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

7

'

I

7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

m.....

a.

West Bound
Arrive
1:10 p. m.. ..

...
3....

No.

Depart

p. m
p. in

7:20
4
11:54
No. 8.... 2:25
No. 10.... 1:35

No.
No.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets
In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street, on the

For iizzti
(

visits

East Bound
Arrive

Vegas Auto Pioneer
building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, OsBETAIL
age City, Kansas.
2,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
200 lbs., to 1,003 lbs. Each Delivery
C. Brown Leghorn eggs E0c, 75c, $1
60 lbs., to 20S lbs., Each Delivery
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R,
Less than 61 Iba, Each Delivery
I. strong
cockerels. C.
W. Wesner.
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FOUND In armory, one sweater.
Owner can have same by identifying and paying for this ad. J. D.
Powers.

J

"

',r

Ad

eggs, White
Leghorns and Indian. Runner ducks.
First prize pens at county fair. Per
setting of 14, $1. Koogler Brothers.

VEGAS

"

East Las

f

in

,42o

,M..M.MM63o per

J

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

uti saJjB Hatching

uilrlll
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Ihti

room brick house,

Z5 nead, of

dress Charles F.

139

par

.25c per 1SS (fc.
SOo per 189 B.

Harvesters, Storers, aad Diitributors ef Natvral Ice. tXe Tvlix
Lasting Qualities et Whieh Have Made Laa Tega timem,

best location on Seventh street; if
you want a bargain don't miss this.
Phone Purple 5351.
UK

.,

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled
oat straw. Carload lots or otherwise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
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Dun of
panted to his brother, the
I,,vorti, a t. ....... t,.,.v;!(' i:i ATnrric'.-- TO
u;iw
litcalled In honor nt" the proprietor
Kf v York. The territory iischuleJ the
DuK'h srlemfMit of n;v.- Amt;t-nl:and the grant was the first, stop taken
I II
toward mnkins Nw York an English
Duke of
colony. One month later the
York sent a .fleet of tfiips against
New Nothorland.' The Dutch settlers
made little resistance '.nd ia the au'
and
Amsterdam
Fort
SIX PER CENT tumii of 164
BETTER THAN
The
wpi'rr tJJ vy
COMPOUND INTEREST CAN BE
I
...... i, ......
.
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aa ensur
name of ;ew AuiBi.eruam
iT
MADE ON
ed to Xew8York, and that of Fast
the
says
white
Orange to Albany. At the t' me of
pine,
The growing of
bullet- - the English conquest New Amsterdam
a
in
of
agriculture
department
e me
In recently Issued on the subject, is had a population or i,.w., wn
was
of
the
cent
6
total
province
at
population
per
a. profitable undertaking
10,000.
compound interest. To bring in these scarcely
returns, the trees may ne, cut when
not more than from 35 to TO years
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WHEN HEADACHY, BILIOUS, CONSTIPATED, STOMACH SOUR,
BREATH BAD

'

mi

People of Today Would ShudoV-the Hardships Ti!:en as a Matter of Course Years Ago.

ach,

Don't put In another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry , out all the iconstipated
waste f matter and poison in the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight straightens you
out by morning. They work while
A
box from
you sleep.
means
clear
head,
a
store
any drug
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Chil
dren love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.

50-ye-
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"LOOK OUT FOR THE CARS"
Chicaero. March 12. A nlan for uni

FILE WORTH MUCH

Man In Responsible

Position Goes So

Far as to Consider It Invaluable
In His Work.

"The man who isn't constantly
studying the methods in his particular line seldom rises righ In this
world" says the chief mechanic of a
division of a railroad entering New
York. "And above all, the man who
studies must have the faculty of storing away the important facts for future reference.
"I make it a point to read all the
impbrtant periodicals published concerning mechanics and some that relate but remotely to my line of work.
I don't pretend to memorize all that 1
read, but 1 have a system that I have
followed for the last twenty years,
and I have found it to be invaluable.
I maintain a private clipping file.
"My clipping file has saved me endless work and worry at various times
in the last twenty years. I make a
practice, when reading periodicals, to
clip and file away, carefully indexed,
anything that I consider might at some
time be of value to me. Then when I
have use for it, I know where to find

formitv- In railroad crossing signs
throughout the country :s one or tne
urineinal matters to be considered at
the fifteenth annual convention of the
American Railway Engineering asso- ctauon, wnicn cegan in una cny w- day with an attendance representing
tne. leading raiiroaas or tne unuea
sta es ana uanaua. Advocates oi ui it.
plan, for uniform crossing signs con- "And another thing, I make reading
tend that it win result in greater sate a business, and keep constantly at it"
ty and economy.
Human Nature at Its Worst.
TTtlDDTXTT?
The young woman who was cast off
rf In ill croc 1 ATI
relieves the pain in a few minutes and by her fiance when he discovered her
forces the fermented matter whfch drinking in the unsavory evidence at
causes the misery fnto the bowels a murder trial earned what she got.
where It is expelled. Price 50c. Sold The morbid interest In filth that
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
crowds such a court room is about as
revolting an instinct as the world
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
shows. It makes one wish to apoloWillie Ritchie vs. Ad Wolgast, 10 gize for being a human being.
A certain amount of morbid curirounds, at Milwaukee.
Johnny Dundee vs. George Chaney, osity is present in the most wholesome of us. The instinct to stare at a
15 rounds, at Baltimore.
or hang about a street acciGeorge Kirkwood vs. Benny MeGov- cripple
dent Is pretty widespread. But every
S
at
Louis.
St
ern,
rounds,
man or woman recogJoe Borrell vs. Sid Burns, 20 rounds, nizes the unhealthy quality of the
at London, England.
Instinct and tries to choke it down.
To the credit of humanity be it said
i,
a
that only ' the very weak specimens
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
""
Forest Notes
TiVilnv'a TTnnAv and Tnr Com
yield. New York Tribune.
Tola
The state of New York has just
pound for an inflamed and congested
of
report
rtTifHHrt
published a comprehensive
tt tno air najacop-pR nnd Hron- Peculiarities of Slang.
ichial tubes. A cold develops quickly
Industries.
Its wood-usinthe slang synonyms fo
Among
forest
of
anu
u noi cneCKCQ
Droncmuu, lagnpye "hat" is
Canada has a society
which is supposed to
"cady,"
are
dangerous possibilDr. B. E. ,Pernow, of Tor- and pneumonia
and has been
a
Hebrew
have
origin,
the
weaken
ities. Harsh racking coughs
onto, Is president, and Mr. F. W. H. system, but Foley's Honey ana xar is long in use In Whltechapel, London,
as witness a popular song of 1886, in
Jacombe, of Ottawa, Is secretary.
safe, pure and certain in results. ConOf the three Pacific coast states. tains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and which the refrain supplies one of the
few rhymes to "lady:" "Met a lady,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Oregon and Washington far outstrip
-aised my cady." It is doubtful wheththe
done
work
in
private
by
California
er any article of apparel has so many
AFTER BRITISH GOLF HONORS
owners for forest protection.
New York, March 12. Jerome D. slang alternatives as a hat. A by nil
The development of quicksilver
holder of the United States means nothing but "contrary star."
Travers,
mines promises to make large de"golgotha," "canister," "casamateur golf champpnship, was "tile,"
"colleger," "cock and
tor,"
"chimney,"
mands for cord wood and construction
the passengers sailing for Engl- pinch," "cow shooter," "david," "digamong
national
Tonto
forest,
on
the
timbers
and- today on the Baltic. The object ger's delight," "fantail," "gomer,"
Arizona.
muffin
to the other side is to "goss," "moab," "molocher,"
" Manufacturers
of greenhouses and of his visit
"stove
box,"
"mushroom,"
"pill
cap,"
British
for
the
championship
compete
makers of boxes are getting in touch
"thatch," "truck" and "weejee."
box title. After arriving in England he pipe,"
bo that the latter may use for
which
in
six
weeks
about
will
have
cleats the cypress waste from the
Borax Water for Stains.
to practice for the tournament, which
, greenhouses.
Keep
upon your toilet table a bottle
in
broad- will be held on the Sandwich links
;
of borax solution, made by dissolvLodgepole pine seed sown
May.
ing a teaspoonful of powdered borax
cast on the snow In southern Idaho
snow
in "a pint of hot water. When the
the
when
germinated
last spring
first suggestion of soil appears upon
GO little trees
as
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
melted, and as many
any of your light cloth gowns rub
s.
Lucas county,
were counted to the square foot. The
the spot with a piece of absorbent cothe
oath
Frank
J.
that
makes
that
Cheney
Rummer was so dry, however,
ton wet with the solution. This simwhere is senior & partner of tne firm of F. J.
ple operation will remove dust, mud
njost of the plants died, except
the
in
business
Co.,
doing
Cheney
sheltered by brush or logs.
City of Toledo, county and State afore- spots and perspiration stains. It ia
said, and that said firm will pay the better than gasoline or naphtha, aa
'sum of ONR HUNDRED. DOLLARS it3 application does not leave the ugly
Constipation
for
Tablets
Chamberlain's
and everv cn.qe nf Catarrh circle of stain that bo frequently folFor constipation. Chamberlain's Tab for each
cannot
be cured by the use of lows the use o'C other cleaning fluidci.
that
mild
to
take,
lets are excelelnt. Easy
CURE.
ftid senile in effect. Give thera a trial. HALL'S CATARRH
FRANK' J. CIIENS.Y.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Sworn to before mo and subscribed His Newspaper Good for Wrapping.
The proprietor of the local paper
in
my presence, this eth. day of DccemNEW YORK HAS ANNIVERSARY
at Eberswalde, a small Prussian town
oer, a. u, isso,
New York, March la Two hundred
A. V. GT.EASON.
not far from Berlin, does his beet to
(Seal)
end fifty ypars aco today Charles 11
Notary Public. make big paper useful as well as inHail's Catarrh Oira is taken infer- structive. Two days a week he has
m m
.ro
nally and acts directly upon the iupJ the General Aireu;er printed on only
"v
mucous surfacrs of the system one side of the paper so that it can
t l.i.JA.i:a.Ji wJ - and
Send for testimonials, free.
bo i: .1 fur wrapping up provisions
V. J. CHENEY &. CO.. Toledo, O
without any danpr ot coitlaiuinit'oa
7.T.O.
Sold bv. oil drusrclBts.
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MADE HIM GIVE UP THE GAME

J

o
o

Old Gentleman.

C.)

A dear old gentleman, who had only
taken up the dear game very late in
life, spent some months endeavoring,
under the tuition of a professional
and the care of a fcpeclal caddie, to
hit the bail. When he succeeded in
doing so at all it was never more than
a few yards, and every bunker on the
course was his daily doom. Still his
caddie, having an eye to the main
chance, always encouraged nlm to
think that he would soon be more a
player, and the old man, with the
hope that springs eternal even more
in the hearts of golfers than in other

once hit a beauty.
"That was a good one, wasn't it?"
he asked, turning to the bearer of
clubs.
"Good one?" retorted the ruffian, in
tones of the bitterest contempt "Why,
I could play better than that with me
left fut!"
This unexpected verdict so upset
the poor old man that he walked
straight back home, and has never
touched a club since.
HIGH
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That Athletes Are Poor Students It
Denied by Former Professor
In an Eastern College.
"That athletics are practiced in n.ost
colleges do not detract the attention of
students from scholastic
duties is
abundantly testified to by college pro,
fessors," remarked Dr. James
a former professor in one of the
eastern colleges- - Dr. Drinker, the
president of Lehigh university, declared that the Lehigh football squad
had averaged higher in scholastic
standing than the students who did
not participate in college athletics. Lehigh is not the only college In which
this fact has been marked. Cornell for
several years and I have no doubt
that it continues to show ft had football and baseball teams the members
of which led their classes.
"Properly controlled athletics are as
necessary to successful mental train
ing as are professors. I presume there
have been instances where members
of college teams have failed in their
examinations, and charges follow, as a
matter of course, that these men are
not genuine students. But the facts are
so pronounced that the best men on
the
leading athletic teams in out
greatest colleges are men of big mentality that the suggestion that col
leges have to hire athletes falls in its
beginning."
Hine-man-
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Woman's Work.
to the last volume of the
British census returns In the United
Kingdom women have succeeded in
According

establishing themselves in a nsmber
of industries where their presence is
unexpected.
Several women are'
and whitewashes, and four are bricklayersall of them widows. There is
only one woman coachman. Three
women appear under the heading of
"clergymen, priests and ministers,"
and four are coalheavers.
Then there are 347 women "carmen" and wagoners, and 231 women
blacksmiths and "strikers."
One woman occupies herself with
making patent fuel, and there are
three women shipwrights, and five
women "tramway car makers."
Finally, England and Wales can
boast of 56 women carpenters and
Joiners, and 14 women masons. Of the
latter 13 are widows.
paper-hanger-

o

o

SCHOLARSHIP

IN
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o
o
o

people, firmly believed him. One day
it happened that his special caddy was
absent, and a ruffianly looking person
appeared on the first tee with the old
gentleman's clubs. He took his normal 14 shots to the first hole, to the
unconcealed but unnoticed disgust of
the caddie; but on the second tee the
miracle happened, and the old boy' for
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Caddie's Unfseling Remarks Too Much
at
for Tender Feelings of Daar

Traveling in the thirties of the last
century, even in the more thickly settled states of the Union' and with the
most advanced forms of transportation at the traveler's commaud, was yet
something to face with all the fortitude that cbuld be drummed up. The
Philadelphia Record gives a glimpse
of what that traveling was like:
,"On November 26, 1833, a car made
the first trip over the Portage railroad. This was the most remarkable
engineering undertaking of the times.
The railroad was 36 miles long, extending across the Allegheny mountains from Hollidaysburg to Johnstown. There were ten inclined planes,
five on each side, of the mountains.
Engines at the top of each plane pulled
up four cars at a time. The ascent on
the east side measured 1,398 feet.
Then there was a tunnel of 870 feet
and a descent of 1,172 feet on the
western side. Passengers on canal
boats entered the cars at Hollidaysburg, embarking in other boats on the
westren side and thus continuing their
journey to Pittsburgh. Later boats
were built so that they could be taken
apart into three or four sections and
placed on a car for the trip over the
mountains."
Folk who quarrel over the lateness
of a train might feel better if they reminded themselves' of what a boon
their own belated
transportation
would have been to their grandparents.

box now.
Get a
Turn tie rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
out tonight and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomCLIPPING
'
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The original white pine forests are
to
approaching exhoustion, according
the
growing
with
the department, and
scarcity of large-size- d,
now
white pine lumber, lower grades
this,
Besides
market.
find a ready
the tree grows rapidly, has a heavy
yield, and is easy to manage.
white pine, 50 years
Second-growtas much
old, on good soil, may yield
acre. On
per
lumber
of
as 49.000 feet
medium soil, stands o( the same age
on poor
8C.000 board feet, and even
board
White
pine
feet
soil, 24,000
chief
products of
lumber, one of the
from
$12 to $18
for
sells
mho stands,
a thousand board feet. Material for
sells
making matches, another product,
Even
thousand.
a
to
$18
$16
for from
larger material, suitable for sashes
and blinds, some of which may be cut
old stand, brings from
from a
Second-growt$30 to $35 a thousand feet.
is
that
tne
kind
white pine,
found on thousands of abandoned
fields and pastures in New England, and
that which has sprung up after lumoribering in many places where the
a
has
stood,
forests
ginal white pine
value today,, says the department,
that makes it well worth the attention
of the owner.
Too often, caution the forest offland owner
icers, the farmer or other
e
sells second growth white pine stump-fl-rbecause
worth
is
for less than it
he does not know how much lumber
....
,
rah1e of vield.
o.idw
wie sicuiu
v,.t...j
of
the
price
is
ignorant
ing, or else
will
,
i
Ultt luuiuci o,i
nu nihor nroducts
foresters
the
bring. Too often, also,
second-growtfans
say the owner of
to realize that perhaps uy nomius,
his pine trees for a few years longer,
or bv thinnin- it properly at tne
;.v,
nhtam a great
llILb tllll,
and con- timber,
and
better
more
deal
a.
relative re-much larger
.mnontiv
KJ...iLtv,iv.
allows it
if
he
than
turn In money,
to be cut clear when the first oppor
tunity offers
white pine,
The best second-growt45 years old, will ylewl about 42,000
board feet iper aero, but the same
stand, when 55 years old, will yield
feet
65,000 feet, an increase of 13,000
not
is
And
this
10
in
acre
years.
per
in
increase
the
with
for
along
all,
in
qual
increase
an
comes
niiantitv
timity. Not only more, but better
this
in
ber is to be had. , Counting
an
from
lumber
the
of
factor
quality,
acre of best white pine, 55 years old,
la worth about $1,000 against a value
of $750 when, the stand is 45 years
"
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Vfhat Interested Her.
Little Myrtle, the daughter of Colonel and Mrs. Cargetts of the Salvation
Army, was apparently Intensely In
terested In a sermon by Col. Samuel
Brengle, for many years a friend of V
the late Gen. William Booth, at Sal
vation Army headquarters, in West V.
Fourteenth street Her parents highly
approved of this reverent attitude.
"You were greatly impressed by Col
onel Brengle's speech, were you not,
my dear?" said her proud parent after
the meeting.
"Yes, papa," she answered enthusiastically. "I was wondering all the
time he was talking how far his chin
sank into his whiskers." Colonel Bren-glis blessed with a particularly imNew
pressive hirsute adornment
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York Tribune.

1

London's Modern Fire Brigade.
The London fire brigade is rapidly
becoming a comple tely
fire fighting organization. Today London possesses 87 motor appliances and
two motor fire floats. It is now proposed to spend ia the near future
$500,000 in providing 53 motor escape
vans, 43 electric escape vans, 94 petrol or petrol electric motor pumps, 27

'

i

motor-equippe- d

motor turntable ladders, 11 motor lorries, 5 motor ladders, 15 motor
and a motor canteen van, or 219
cir,
new motor appliances. In three years
horses will be unknown in the London fire brigade.
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"I'm an optimist,
Svlcr at a banquet in New York. "1.
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LOCAL NEWS

lord Cheese
fteniice Swiss Cheese

V.?ckVLi

Lsmbercr Cheese
Casembert Cheese
Brie Cheese
Sierra Cheese
Lunch Cheese
Neufchatel Cheese
E!uhi!l Cream Cheese with Chile

COMBINATION

Trees pruned see Thornhill, Pruning trees and fixing gardens. Phone
Purple 5352. Adr.
Jtrs. James O'Byrne is reported seriously 111 as the result of a recent
strol:
of paralysis.

DIG

mm store
'X,

As- Direct from the Indian Reservations--Larg- e
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
;'!
m? prices.
'

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Lardest Wholesalers

I

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
baker. It
good

V,3

(:

m Hi

is a

tural instinct.

v".

na-

And every

woman ' cari bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so

perfectly milled, that'even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

Furniture Co.

The Rosenthal

Si

FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES

i
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are looking: for them every day. Adver-tls- e
your rooms in the "Optic's For Rent Column
.
and get results .
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THE BSEAD OF QUALITY

IJI1ITAN
A

CREAT.I

BREAD

1 n
Light automobile lamps

this

o'clock

'at 6:34

evening.

The Knighta of Columbus will hold
business meet
their regular
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau will
ing tbfa evening at the O. R. C hall. speak tomorrow night at Temple
All members are requested to be pres
on "The Festival of Purim and
ent.
its Lesson to the Oew of Las Vegas."
The public is iavitei to be present.
A muslcale will be given Monday
evening by a number of prominent
The New York Herald of Monday
musicians and artists. The entertain-men- t
an account of General W. D.
contains
i to be given complimentary to
attempts to prevent hia
iSnyman's
the public, and will take place at the
confiscated by MxicaA
ranchs"b'e'ing
Normal auditorium.
soldierS. ' The' story iV accompanied
a picture of the general, who is
Word has been received from Kan- by
well
known here. The likeness ia
sas City to the effect that Judge"H.
L. Waldo, attorney for the Santa Fe
Railway company In New Mexico, is
Secretary Leo Tipton of the Comslightly Improved. Judge Waldo is in
mercial club has received a number
a Kansas City hospital.
of lettersof late from California from
MexThe eclipse of the moon which oc- people wishing to locate in New
are
cases
some
the
ico.
In
people
curred last night between the hours
to Calieasterners
who
have
gone
total.
was
10
8
and
o'clock,
of
nearly
fornia expecting to rnd money plenMany Las Vegans watched the phenomenon and the skies cleared, giving tiful. Mr. Tipton answers the letters
and doubtless, through the informaa good view of the moon.'
tion he furnishes, a large number of
The proper place to select wall people in California will locate in
New Mexico.
paper is in the room in whichi.lt is to
be hanged. Call Main 325 and ee my
There will be a Wg boiling game
new and complete line and get my
at
the Elks club this evening between
to
sell
will
I
before
buying.
prices
Las
Vegas and Dawson. The game
you whether I hang it or not. J. F.
will be another of the telegraphic
Sackman. Adv.
series, and promises to be Interesting.
The game' is called for 8 o'clock. Alcondition
the
Inquiries concerning
no definite announcement has
of business in Las Vegas has revealed though
as to what the lineup of
made
been
over
any
that this city is advanced
other in the state. All the business the local Elks' team will be, those in
obmen say that business is good and charge say it will be the fastest
A second team will be used
tainable.
of
said
be
cannot
This
improving.
to make the local exhibition more
all Las Vegas' sister cities.

Del-gad- o,

r

Trio! Will Convince Yoa

TALK FOR SECOND
COMPANY

re

There will be a regular meeting of
The political situation on the West
the Las- Vegas lodge Loyal Order of
Moose at the Woodman ball this even- side has been clarified by the aning, commencing at 8 O'clock. A full nouncement that Margarito Romero
attendance of the membership is de- has told some of his friends that he
sired for the reason that nomination has given up his intention of running
of officers for the ensuing year will for mayor. Some time ago Mr. Romero was reported as having determin
be made.
ed to run upon an independent or
Much notice has been taken of late citizens' ticket. The republicans have
of the excellent condition of the dis- made no announcement as to whom
play windows of the local stores. This they probably will select for their
form on advertising Is not only bene- candidate, although Don Eugenlo Roficial to the business man but it gives mero is prominently mentioned as a
the city a general progressive appear- possible head for the city ticket It
ance., The windows are cleverly and was reported today that Lorenzo
the present mayor, would not he
prettily decorated.
a candidate for nomination for
A public reception will be tendered
though a representative of The
to the new pastor of the Baptist Optio was unable to find Mr. Delgado
hurch. Rev. J. Milton Harris, at the to verify the statement.
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Wesner,
1623 Eighth street, on Friday evening.
BIG STREET PARADE
The members of the church and conTomorrow night at the Duncan
gregation and their friends, are cor- opera house the famous play, "Uncle
dially invited. A delightful and en. Tom's Cabin," will be shown toy a
tertaining program will be given.
company superior to any that has ever
played here with a "Tom show." ToPeter Roth, the well known butcher morrow afternoon there Will he a big
and old time resident of this city, has street parade, which will make the ofdemonstrated that he makes the best ficial announcement that the show is
of fathers for a married son. Mr. here. This parade probably will begin
Roth furnishes the necessary cigars about 4 o'clock so that all the school
after the wedding instead of allowing children may see it
hia son to do so. The Optic was
Judging from the interest shown In
among those remembered and anyone this show the attendance! at the opera
visiting the editorial rooms of this
night will be "large.
establishment wilj at once note the Peoplfcfwho have seen the
play producperfume of sweet smelling "ropes" ed by smaller companies in tents and
which were sent over by Mr. Roth. other
places now desire to sea the
All you will get will be the aroma,
famous play enacted by a hlg com
however.
pany with talented actors.
The dogs and every other feature
Telesfor Peralta, the young man
alone to this play, will be
peculiar
whose; sentence to the penitentiary
seen, while Uncle Tom and little Eva
Judge David J. Leahy suspended yes also will be there.
The show is sure
terday, is the only support of an aged. to
doubtless will
prove
and
popular
bedridden great grandmother. He is be
well attended.
said to have borne a reputation for
honesty and sobriety until his conTO HURRY THE BILL
nection with the robbing of Thomas
-March 12. A" special
Washington,
Boles Tuesday night. District Attorrule for the expeditious consideration
ney Charles W. G. Ward says he would of
the Sims bill to repeal the Panama
like to give the boy a chance, and he
tolls exemption was arranged by the
asks persons having work to be done
house rules committee.
The rule proto let Peralta have the job.
vides for 15 hours debate when further
discussion will be cut. off without in".'
;."r".Tr"- tervening motions or amendments.
VAULT AND CESSPOOL
'

STRONG

-

BOLES' ASSAUANTS

MORE NEW OFFICERS

Washington, March 12. The presi!;
Those desiring- work clone t; dent, today sent the following nominations to the senate: Associate justice
will please call on or phone
supreme court of Hawaii. Ralph V.
A. W. Patterson.
Quarles,. Honolulu: nar" d
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LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS

FOSO SALES

COMPANY
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Largest Stock,
Choices Patterns,
Lowest Prices.

OUR SPRING LINOLEUflS NOW ON DISPLAY
Your room measured and estimated free
Call us up today

J. C. JOMKSEN

SOW

.

ADMIT THEIR GUILT
RUBIO, PERALTA AND VIGIL GET
FROM THREE TO FOUR
YEARS IN PRISON

Merenciano Vigil, Telesfor Peralta
and Gregorio Rubio, the "three young
men charged with holding up Thomas
Boles Tuesday evening were arraign
ed before Judge David J. Leahy late
yesterday afternoon and pleaded guil
ty, waiving their right to examination
by a grand Jury and trial in district
court Judge Leahy gave each of the
trio not less than three years nor more
than four years in the state penitentiary in, Santa Fe. The sentence of
Peralta was suspended during his
good hehavior.
When brought before Justice D. R.
Murray yesterday morning Vigil plead
ed guilty1,'' while the other two main
tained their innocence. Yesterday
afternoon District Attorney Charles W.
Ward had a conversation with the
boys in which he told them the state
had sufficient evidence to convict
them and it would he better if they
would plead guilty and be sentenced
without going to triaL They admitted
their guilt, complaints were sworn out
and the boys were arraigned. Vigil
and Rubio will begin their sentences
at once.
All three boys are yourfg, with their
whole life before them. It is said their
downfall was caused by drink.

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
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Eor the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
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Rumors have ibeen.: scattered among
the young men of the city concerning
the organization here of a military
company made up enurely of English- speaking officers and men. No one
has volunteered to start the move
ment as an enlisting officer, but If
the interest continues! doubtless this
will occur. There are a number of
young men who are anxious to obtain
military training from joining such
a company and are willing to enlist.
Adjutant General H. T. Herring of
the New Mexico National Guard, when
he visited Las Vegas last week, stat
ed that he is much interested in the
organization of a second company
here. It was thought then that the
movement 'could not he started, but
judging'from the talk that has occur
red among the young men of the city
during the past few day3, the possibilities are good.
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GLEANING

We also

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

YOUNG MEN THINKING OF ORGAN
IZING COMPANION FOR H COMPANY, N. Mi N. &

house-'toihon-
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REPAIRING

ALL REPAIR WORK

Opposite the V. M. C. A.
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THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRE'S, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

To arrive soon

Mon-tefio-

0yETS

11-10- -

SALE THIS WEEK.

CAR. OF FUR.NITUILE

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

of
new style millinery.
Call and get my
prices. Mrs. L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth
street. Adv.

LIVERY

Making room for our big

;

Just received a complete

BOOK-CAS- E

Or a Pedestal or a Cedar Chest lake advantage of our

In wood.

Cod Fish ia 1 lh. Boxes
Cod Fish in 2 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish Clear Middle
Small Mackerel
Larjje Mackerel

.UiyJviWMLt

If you are looking for a snap on e.

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Brick Cheese

Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Regardless of Price
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